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In the Name of Allah, 
the Merciful, the Beneficent 

12. The Chapters On 
Business From The 

Messenger of Allah 

Chapter 1. What Has Been 
Related About Matters That 
Are Not Clear 

1205. An-Nu'mãn bin Bashir 
narrated that the Messenger of 
Allah 	said: "The lawful is clear 
and the unlawful is clear, and 
between that are matters that are 
doubtful (not clear); many of the 
people do not know whether it is 
lawful or unlawful. So whoever 
leaves it to protect his religion and 
his honor, then he will be safe, and 
whoever falls into something from 
them, then he soon will have fallen 
into the unlawful. Just like if 
someone grazes (his animals) 
around a sanctuary, he would soon 
wind up in it. Indeed for every king 
is a sanctuary (pasture), and indeed 
Allah's sanctuary is what He made 
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(Another chain of narration) from 
the Prophet , and its meaning is 
similar.  

	

AbU 'Eisa said: This Hadith is 	3 	L' LL 	 Jl 

	

Hasan Sahih, it has been reported 	 ., 

	

by more than one from Ash-Sha bi, 	- - 	- 	 - 	- 
from An-Nu'man bin Bashir. 
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Comments: 
Pastures are green and full of grass and there is temptation for the animals in 
it. It is duty of the shepherd to stop the animals from going into the pastures 
if the owner of the pasture has prohibited grazing the animals in it. If the 
animals enter the pasture the shepherd will have to bear the punishment as 
prescribed. Similarly Allah has declared the unlawfulness of certain things, 
and whoever goes near them may be tempted by their attraction, and may 
knowingly or unknowingly commit the sin. So, it is recommended to avoid the 
doubtful things. It is also recommended to avoid the stimulating factors which 
lead to sinful actions. 

Chapter 2. What Has Been 
Related About Consuming Ribã 

1206. Ibn Mas'Ud narrated: "The 
Messenger of Allah 	cursed the 
one who consumed Riba, and the 
one who charged it, those who 
witnessed it, and the one who 
recorded it." (Hasan) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from 'Umar, 'All, Jabir 
[and AbU Juhaifah]. 
The Hadith of 'Abdullah (bin 
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Comments: 
This narration shows the severity of Riba or usury (lending money on 
interest.) Dealing in Riba is so abominable and such a grave sin that any kind 
of participation in it is a cause of curse from Allah. Whoever consumes Riba, 
whoever charges it, whoever witnesses it and whoever records it - all are 
participants in this crime and liable to punishment. So, it is very essential to 
avoid such dealings. 	 - 

Chapter 3. What Has Been 	 t. 
171 - ( 

Related About The Severity Of 	 .- 
Lying And False Speech 	 - 	- - 

1207. Anas narrated that the 	Lç'1I 	 ti. - 
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Prophetsaid about the major 	- 	- 	-, 

	

ii 	1- sins: Associating partners with 	- - 	- 
Allah, disobeying parents, killing 	 0 I 	: 
oneself, and false speech." (Sahih) 	- 	- 	- 

	

[He said:] There are narrations on 	:JI. 	LiI 	 I 

this topic from AbU Bakrah, 	3 	JIc)I 
Ayman bin Khuraim, and Ibn 	- 	- - 
'Umar. 	 [J1i] ((:,•II 	JI 

	

[AbU 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 	 ) 
Anas is a Hasan Sahth Gharib  
Hadith.  
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Comments: 
Zür' means all those things which are against the truth. Any thing or action 
which causes a problem for others or creates trouble is Zür. 

Chapter 4. What Has Been 
Related About Those Who Deal 
In Trade And What The 
Prophet Called Them 

1208. Abu Wa'il narrated that 
Qais bin AN Gharazah said: "The 
Messenger of Allah 	came to us, 
and we were what was called 
'brokers,' he said: '0 people of 
trade! Indeed the Shaitãn and sin 
are present in the sale, so mix your 
sales with charity." (Sazih) 
He said: There are narrations on 

this topic from Al-Bard' bin 'zib 
and Rifa'ah. 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of 

Qais bin Abi Gharazah (a narrator) 
is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
MansUr, Al-A'mash, Habib bin 

AN Thabit and others reported it 
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from Abü Wã'il, from Qais bin Abi 	 - 
Gharzah, from the Prophet . We 	 -' 
do not know of anything from the 	 : 
Prophet A narrated by Qais other  
than this. 	 - L-' 	4L 

	

(Another chain of narration) from 	 ) 	[J 
Qais bin AN Gharzah, from the  

Prophet 	, and it is similar in 	 'Y si -'-s 
meaning, and there are narrations 
on this topic from Al-Bard' bin 	 - 	 - - 
'Azib and Rifã'ah.  

[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 
Sahth. 
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1209. AbU Sa'eed narrated that  
the Prophet 	said: "The truthful, 	 -- 
trustworthy merchant is with the  

Prophets, the truthful, 
martyrs." (Da'J) 	

and the 	 : JU 	 L 

	

[Abü 'EIsa said:] This Hadith is 	4JL, 	LJ1j 	I 

Hasan, we do not know it except 	- - - 	- 	- 	- 
from this route, a narration of Ath- 	 - - 
Thawrl from AbU Hamzah. [Abü 	 Lii  
Hanizah's name is 'Abdullãh bin  
Jabir, and he is a Shaikh from A]-  

Basrah.] 	 :[L5, . 

	

(Another chain) from AbU 	- 1 -------, 	 . - - 

Hamzah, with this chain of 	 [iiLJ 

narration, and and it is similar. 

L 	 31 	 -Lø y 
Comments: 

Business or trading is an honesty testing profession. Usually in business it 
appears that if the rule of honesty is applied it will lead to a loss and if the 
norms of expediency according to the need of the time are adopted it will 
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lead to profit, but, the businessman who has trust in Allah and deals with 
honesty and in accordance with the standards of Islam, then it is he, in reality, 
who is successful in the test. For this reason on the Day of Judgement he will 
be with the Prophets, the truthful, and the martyrs. 

1210. Ismã'Il bin 'Ubaid bin 
Rifã'ah narrated from his father, 
from his grandfather, that he went 
with the Messenger of Allah 	to 
the Musalla, and he saw the people 
doing business so he said: '0 
people of trade!' and they replied 
to the Messenger of Allah jQ0,, 
turning their necks and their gazes 
towards him, and he said: 'Indeed 
the merchants will be resurrected 
on the Day of Judgement with the 
wicked, except the one who has 
Taqwa of Allah, who behaves 
charitably and is truthful." (Hasan) 
[AN 'EIsa said:] This Hadith is 

Ijasan Sahih. And they also say 
Isma'iI bin 'Ubaidullah bin Rifa'ah. 

'fl t1: 	;,JI 	 IiI 	-L 

\So:C  
Comments: - 

Most people's business depends on cheating, deceiving, and fraudulent tricks. 
So, the Prophet j said that such businessmen will be raised with the wicked 
offenders. Those who abide by the Laws of Allah and fulfill their promises 
with the people, and are honest in their dealings, will get their reward as has 
been mentioned in the preceding narration. 

Chapter 5. What Has Been 
Related About One Who Makes 
A False Oath About His 
Merchandise 

1211. AbU Dharr narrated that the 
Prophet 	said: "There are three 
whom Allah will not look at on the 
Day of Judgement, nor will He 
purify them, and theirs is a painful 
punishment." We said: "Who are 
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they 0 Messenger of Allah? For 
they have indeed failed and are 
lost!" He said: "The Mannan,11' 
the one whose Izär hangs (below 
the ankels) and the one who 
promotes his merchandise with 
false oath." (Sahih) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from Ibn Mas'üd, AbU 
Hurairah, AbU Umämah bin 
Tha'labah, 'Imrän bin Husain, and 
Ma'qil bin Yasar. 
[AbU 'Eisa said:] The Hadith of 

Abü Dharr is a Hasan Sahih 
Hadith. 

.J.iL 	I JL 	 3L 	L 3L 

Lfl ), . t1V: 	JUa3 	L 	 ,. 	1: 
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Comments: 
This narration points out that those who give something in charity and then 
boast and point out the favor conferred and remind of it time and again to 
the one they gave, those who keep their lower garment below the ankles, and 
those who promote their merchandise with false oaths, to these three types of 
people Allah will not look at them with mercy on the Day of Judgement. 
Unfortunately today Muslims do not pay any heed to these. 

Chapter 6. What Has Been 
Related About Doing Business 
Early 

1212. 'Umãrah bin Hadid narrated 
from Saic!ir Al-Ghãmidi that the 
Messenger of Allah 	said: "0 
Allah bless my Ummah in what 
they do early (in the day)." He 
said: "Whenever he 	would 

? 	
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(.. Zii) 

c. 	4- 	- 

4tTh :J 	3 G :3 

[1] The one who does not give anything without obliging the one he gave it to. See Tufifat 
Al-A hwadhi. 
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dispatch a military expedition or an 
army, he would send them in the 
first part of the day." 
And Sakhr, a man who was a 

merchant, used to send his goods 
for trade during the beginning of 
the day, so he became rich, and his 
wealth increased. 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from 'All, Buraidah, Ibn 
Mas'Ud, Anas, Ibn 'Umar, Ibn 
'Abbas, and Jabir. (Hasan) 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of 

Sair A1-GhãmidI is a Hasan 
Hadith. We do not know of a 
narration that Salc!r  A1-Ghamidi 
reported from the Prophet 
other than this Hadith. Sufyan Ath-
Thawri reported this Hadith from 
Shu'bah, from Ya'la bin 'Ata'. 

I ,-,4, [. oL4] : j  
L- 	I Y 1.1: 	), 	'rri: 
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Comments: 
This narration makes it clear that starting religious duties and worldly affairs 
early in the morning brings the blessings of Allah in business and other 
worldly affairs. It means getting up early in the morning and starting the day 
is a secret of prosperity and well being. 

Chapter 7. What Has Been 
Related About The Permission 
To Buy On Credit 

—(vii) 

(V  

1213. 'Aishah narrated: "The 
Messenger of Allah was wearing 
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two thick Q4ri 11  garments on. 
When he would sit, he would sweat 
since they were so heavy for him. 
Some clothes arrived from Ash-
Sham for so-and-so, the Jew. I said: 
'Perhaps you could dispatch a 
request to him to buy some 
garments (on credit) from him until 
it is easy (to pay). So he sent a 
message to him and he said: 'I 
know what he wants. He only wants 
to take away my wealth' or 'my 
Dirham.' So the Messenger of 
Allah 	said: 'He has lied, indeed 
he knows that I am the one with 
the most Taqwa among them, and 
the best at fulfilling trusts among 
them." (Sahih) 

He said:] There are narrations on 
this topic from Ibn 'Abbas, Anas, 
and Asmã' hint YazId. 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 

'Aishah is a Hasan Sahih Gharib 
Hadith. Shu'bah has also reported 
it from 'Umãrah bin AN Hafsah. 
He said: I heard Muhammad bin 

Firas Al-Bari saying: "I heard Abu 
DãwOd At-Tayalisi saying: 'One 
day Shu'bah was asked about this 
Hadith, and he said: "I will not 
narrate it to you (people) until you 
stand up before Harami bin 
'Umarah [bin Hafsah] to kiss his 
head." He said: 'And Haraml was 
there among the people." 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] meaning: 

"approving of this Iadith." 

[1]  A garment made with some coarseness and red designs in it. There was also a view that 
it is named after Qatar and that it comes from there. See Tuhfat A1-Ahwadhi and An-
Nihayah. 
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['n:L] 	 , *  

Comments: 
The Jews were well aware of the honesty of character of the Prophet jW, but 
as they were resentful, they always talked ill of him. 

1214. Ibn 'Abbãs narrated: "The  
Prophet 	died while his armour - 	- 	 - - 
was pawned for twenty 	ã' of food )J 	L5 	J 1  
that he got for his family."(Hasan) 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is - - 	- 	- - 

Hasan Sahih. 4'YY 	 : 

(,<3I 	L.. 	L 	7JI) 	1oo: r.r/v:JLJ 	->-i, 
• _LA 	Li.S.UJ 	L) L..- 	
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1215. Anas narrated: "I walked to  
the Prophet 	with some barley - -. 
bread that had some rancid oil - 
poured over it. The Prophet 	ç had :[ri 	jtii 
pawned his armour with a Jew for  
twenty .a' of food that he got for  
his family. That day (he pawned it),  

J 
I heard him saying: 	Not for one - 	- 
evening has the household of  

-- 	- 	- 
Muhammad had a Sã' of dates or a , 	- 	-- 	- 	- 
$ã' of grain.' And on that day he H 	 i+ 

had nine wives." (Sahih) i j  
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is - 	- 	-- 	- 	.. 	- ft 	-alp HasanSahih. 

• i 1 	[: 	3t] 

Comments: 
It is clear from this narration that buying the needful and basic necessities on 
loan is approved and lawful. Such deals with non-Muslims are also 
permissible. Pawning something at the time of need is also lawful. 
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Chapter 8. What Has Been 
Related About Recording The 
Conditions 

1216. 'Abbad bin Laith Al-
Karäbisi [Al-Basri] narrated: 
"Abdul-Majid bin Wahb narrated 
to us, he said: 'Al-'Addã' bin 
Khalid bin Hawdhah said to me: 
"Shall I not read to you a letter 
that was written for me from the 
Messenger of Allah a?" He said: 
'I said: "Of course." So he took out 
a letter for me: "This is what Al-
'Adda' bin Khalid bin Hawdhah 
purchased from Muhammad, the 
Messenger of Allah 	: He 
purchased from him a slave' - or - 
'a female slave, having no ailments, 
nor being a runaway, nor having 
any malicious behavior. Sold by a 
Muslim to a Muslim." (Hasan) 
[Abü 'EIsa said:] This Hadith is 

Hasan Gharib, we do not know of 
it except from 'Abbad bin Laith. 
More than one of the people of 
Ijadith have reported this -Iadüh 
from him. 

ztic 	U ' L -(A 
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Comments: 
This narration points out that while doing a business deal, Muslims should 
make it transparent and clear. All the faults and good qualities of the 
property should be made clear to the buyer. As this deal mentioned in the 
narration was barter based, so in the deed sometimes the name of 'Adda' is 
mentioned as buyer (Ashtara') and sometimes the name of the ProphetiJ is 
mentioned as buyer. 
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Chapter 9. What Has Been 
Related About Measures And 
Weights 

1217. Ibn 'Abbas narrated that the 
Messenger of Allah j said to the 
people of weights and measures: 
"Indeed you have been entrusted 
with two matters that nations 
preceding you in the past were 
destroyed for." (Da'iJ) 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] We do not know 

this Hadith to be Marfu' except 
through the narration of Husain 
bin Qais, and Husain bin Qais was 
graded weak in Hadith. This has 
been reported as a Maquf narration 
from Ibn 'Abbas with a Sahih chain 
of narration. 

JUi "Li 	:JI JU3 	iJ- 	- 	/S>Jl 

Comments: 
The Qur'an mentions the destruction and extermination of the people of 
Shu'aib due to their cheating and deceiving in weights and measures. There 
were many tribes in this nation and all of them were involved in this vice and 
Allah destroyed them all. 

Chapter 10. What Has Been 
Related About Auctioning 

1218. Anas bin Malik narrated 
that the Messenger of Allah 
sold a saddle blanket and a 
drinking bowl. He 	said: "Who 
will buy this saddle blanket and 
drinking bowl?" So a man said: "I 
will take them for a Dirham." So 
the Prophet 	said: "Who will give 
more than a Dirham? Who will 
give more than a Dirham?" A man 
agreed to give him two Dirham, so 
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he sold them to him. (Hasan) 	 . 	 . 	 •• 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 

Hasan. We do not know of it 	 . L4.Li 
except from the narration of Al- 	- 	 - 	 - 
Akhlar bin 'Ajlan, and 'Abdullãh 	 U [:, 	,1 J ul 

Al-Hanafi who is reporting from 	
74 

Anas, is Abu Bakr Al-Hanafi. 	 - 
This is acted upon according to 	J  

some of the people of knowledge, 
they did not see any harm in  
auctioning the spoils of war and 	• 
inheritance.  

L3J i ',L)Li 
A1-Mu'tamir bin Sulaimãn and 	 - 	 - 

others among the people of Ijadith 	r 	 i 	3 

reported from A1-Akh lar bin 'Ajlãn. 

j>J y)j 	 O\' 	)LJ TA . Ij 

Comments: 
 

In the view of Imãm Awzã'i and Isiaq and some other scholars, only spoils of 
war and the property of inheritance can be sold by bidding and auction. Most 
of the people of knowledge, Imam Shafi'i and Imam Mãlik are of view that all 
types of property and commodities can be sold by bidding and auction. It is 
not allowed to raise the price when the deal is over. (Tuhfat Al-A zwadhi v. 2. 
p.230.) 

Chapter 11. What Has Been 	 . 	- ( 	J) 
Related About The Sale Of A 
Mudabbar 	 JUl 

1219. Jabir narrated: "A man 
among the Ansãr decided to free a 
slave of his after his death. He died 
but he left no wealth behind beside 
the slave. So the Prophet ; sold 
him and Nu'aim [bin 'Abdullãh] 
bin An-Nab-bam bought him." 
Jãbir said: "He was a Coptic slave 
who died during the first year of 
the leadership of Ibn Az-Zubair." 
(Sahih) 
[AhU 'EIsa said:] This Hadith is 
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Hasan Sahih and it has been 
reported through more than one 
route from Jäbir bin 'Abdulläh. 
This -Iadith is acted upon 

according to some of the people of 
knowledge among the Companions 
of the Prophet 	and others. They 
did not see any harm in the sale of 
a Mudabbar. This is the view of 
Ash-Shãfi'i, Almad and Isbaq. 
There are those among people of 
knowledge, among the Companions 
of the Prophet 	and others, who 
disliked selling the Mudabbar. This 
is the view of Sufyn Ath-Thawri, 
Mãlik and Al-Awzã'L 

oø/V: 	 3L 

.A  	1V l : C L)J 

Comments: 
The slave who is promised by his owner to be freed after the owners' death is 
called 'Mudabbar.' There are different opinions about the sale of Mudabbar. 
But according to a Sahih narration, the sale of a Mudabbar is proved (Tui!fat 
Al-A hwadhi v.2. p. 231). A Mudabbar can only be sold in case of dire need. 

Chapter 12. What Has Been 	 -L- i. L- Y ç .Jl) 
Related About It Being 

() Disliked To Meet The Owners 
Of The Goods 

1220. Ibn Mas'ud narrated from 
the Prophet 	: "He prohibited 
meeting the owners of the 
goods."')  
[He said:] There are narrations on 
this topic from 'All, Ibn 'Abbãs, 
AbU Hurairah, AbU Sa'eed, Ibn 
'Umar, and a man from the 

1] This is a situation when merchants from the town or city meet villagers before they arrive 
at city markets and inform them of depression and unsalability of their wares, with the 
intention of deceiving them into selling those wares at prices much cheaper then actual 
market prices. 
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Companions of the Prophet 
(Sahih) 

o\A: 	LJI - at 	L 

[o- ,J1 	 LJi 	 1JLJ 

, [:t1 	, [: 	o A:C 'I 

[\oV: 	,L...] 	[A /t:' 

Comments: 
The word 'Talaqqa' means to go out of a populace to meet the merchant 
caravan. Here 'Al-Buyu' stands for the merchandise or goods for sale. 

1221. AbU Hurairah narrated: 
"The Prophet èj prohibited 
meeting the goods being brought 
(to the market). If someone were 
to meet them and buy them, then 
the owner of the goods retains the 
option when he reaches the 
market." (Sahih) 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] This Hadith is 

Hasan Gharib narration of AyyUb 
(a narrator). The Hadith of Ibn 
Mas'ud is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
There are those among the people 
of knowledge who disliked meeting 
the owners of the goods, saying 
that it is a type of deception. This 
is the view of Ash-Shafi'i, and 
others among our companions. 

. 	 0 S 	 JJ L 	. 

Comments: 
The Prophet 	has prohibited the purchase of goods on the way while being 
brought to the market until they reach it. It is prohibited to go out of the 
village or town and meet the merchants on the way and purchase the goods at 
a low price as the owner is unaware of the market price. 
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Chapter 13. What Has Been 
Related About 'The Dweller Of 
A Town Is Not To Sell On 
Behalf Of The Bedouin' 

-(r.J) 

('ri,.iI) 

1222. AbU Hurairah narrated that 	 -L 	- 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 	 - 	-' 	- )L  
"The dweller of the town is not to 	- 	- - -- 	- 
sell for the Bedouin." (Sahih)  
[He said:] There are narrations on  4 ,*L .& 	- 	4& J )  J 

this topic from Talbah, Jãbir, Anas, 	 - 	- - - 	- 
Ibn Abbas, Hakim bin AN Yazid 	U a t,.- 	)) - J ti 
from his father, 'Amr bin 'Awl Al-  

- 
Muzani the grandfather of Kathir 	.- 	- 	-- 	- 
bin 'Abdullãh, and a man from the 
Companions of the Prophet  

:L 	Jt 	J Jt 

:L] 	ti.-., [or: 	,L, Y I 	4 j  6Jl] 	[rtt: 	,i] 

[ * o:C 	oA:C 
j.Jt 	,-, 	iti )t, 	\A/r: -L, 	rA: 

Comments: 
There is great wisdom in this prohibition. This prevention is to eliminate the 
commission agents from in between the urban population and the residents of 
the rural area who come to the towns and cities to sell their produce and 
products. Usually the people of rural areas bring their goods to sell to the 
people of a town with the intention of fulfilling the needs of both areas. If 
they sell their goods directly to the dwellers of the town they will get the 
goods at a low price and the seller will get the money to fulfill his other 
needs. But if a third person from the town or city comes in between, it creates 
many problems. The seller gets his money late because the commission agent 
will not give him money until he sells it (since he likes to sell at a higher 
price) and the purchaser gets the goods at a high price and the commission 
agent makes the money for nothing. There are many other vices which 
emerge from this action. Hoarding, black marketing, problems of demand and 
supply etc., make life troublesome. 
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1223. Jãbir narrated that the 
Messenger of Allah 	said: "The 
dweller of the town is not to sell 
for the Bedouin, leave the people; 
Allah provides for some of them 
through others." (aziz) 

[AbU 'Elsa said:] The Hadtth of 
AN Hurairah is a Hasan Sahih 
Hadith, and this Hadith of Jãbir is a 
Hasan Sahih Hadtth as well. 
This Ijadith is acted upon 

according to some of the people of 
knowledge among the Companions 
of the Prophet 	and others. They 
dislike the dweller of the town to 
sell for the Bedouin, while some of 
them permitted the town dweller to 
purchase for the Bedouin. Ash-
Shãfi'i said: "It is disliked for the 
dweller of the town to sell for the 
Bedouin, and if he does sell, then 
the sale is permissible." 

\o: 	LU J >Ji 	 L 

Comments: 
This narration of Jabir makes the point clear; if the buyer and seller deal 
directly it is beneficial for both of them. When a person from a rural area 
brings his goods and sells them directly to the people of the town without any 
intervention of a third person, he sells them at the price which suits him and 
he gets the money on the spot. This encourages him to bring more things to 
the town and ultimately business flourishes and the residents of the town get 
needed things on reasonably low prices. But if there is an intervention of a 
third person, it complicates the whole business process. Supply and demand is 
affected. The third person or the commission agent does not supply the 
needed thing in time and raises the prices. The owners of the goods do not 
get their money on the spot and their needs are delayed. So, Islam has 
prevented such intervention. 
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Chapter 14.What Has Been 
Related About the Prohibition 
of Muhaqalah and Muzãbanah 

1224. AbU Hurairah narrated: - 	: 	ti1. - 	rt 
"The 	Messenger 	of 	Allah 
prohibited 	Muzaqalah 	and ' 
Muzãbanah."  
[He said:] There are narrations on  

L ULJ 	jç 'Umar, this topic from Ibn 	Ibn -J 
'Abbãs 	Zaid bin Thãbit, Sa'd  ii 	 - - 	 - Jabir, Raft 	bin Khadij, and Abu - 	- 	- 	- 	- - 
Sa'eed. (Sahih) tj y-j  Jj 	U 

[Abü 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of - 	 - L*. 
Abu Hurairah is a Hasan Sahih - - 
Hadith. [:_ 	i 	Jul 
Muhaqalah is selling crops for - 	- - 

wheat, and Muzabanah is selling - 
dates that are on the date-palm for 'J 
dried dates. This is acted upon '- 	 -- 	- 

L' 	 tiiJ according to most of the people of 
knowledge, they disliked sales of JJ 	j 
Muifaqalah and Muzabanah. - - 	- 	-, 	- 	- 

, 	i I 	1,SLJ1 -r4 

[AV:Z ,_L, 	.:C  
)] ,, [\ori: 	-, [:] 	[1'V: 

A1: L 	4jL4,j11 	&Ij  [1tt A 	'1V: 	 i, 	r. 	: 

Comments: 
There is a difference of opinion in the explanation of Muhaqalah'. A) Selling 
of standing crops for cleaned and dry wheat. B) To give the land for 
cultivation on the basis of division of crop or on fixed amount of money. C) 
Selling of the standing crop before it is ready for reaping. Muzabanah' is 
selling of the fruits still on the trees for dried dates. Islam has prohibited both 
types of dealings because standing wheat crops when not yet ready for 
reaping, and fruits on the tree both, are not measurable or weighable. So, 
depending one's guess is not right, it may bring problems for one of the 
parties, that is why Islam has prohibited this kind of deal. 
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1225. 'Abdullãh bin Yazid 
narrated: "Zaid, AbU Ayyash asked 
Sa'd regarding white wheat in 
exchange for barley: which of them 
was better? He said the white, then 
he forbade that. Sa'd said: 'I heard 
the Messenger of Allah 	being 
asked about selling dried dates for 
ripe dates and he said to those 
present: "Will the fresh dates 
shrink when they are dry?" They 
said yes, so he forbade that." 
(Hasan) 
(Another chain of narrators) with 

similar meaning. 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih, and this is acted upon 
according to the people of 
knowledge. It is the view of Ash-
Shafi'I and our companions. 

.LaIj 	LJI Ji 

ro:C 	3l :L 7J  
/:UJ 	 LUt. 	 11: 

S rA/ _9 I oV:C 	 , 10V:(,y) 3- 

Comments: 
The point made clear in this narration is that the exchange of the same kind 
of produce is not approved if there is a difference in the quality or the 
quantity of the produce in being exchanged. Imam AbU Hanifah allows the 
exchange of fresh and dried dates, whereas there is a difference of weight in 
this exchange. Fresh dates when dried up weigh less, for this reason the 
exchange of fresh dates and dried dates is prohibited. Most of the people act 
on the narration. (Tuhfat Al-A hwadhi v. 2 p.233-234.) 

Chapter 15. What Has Been 	 ) 	t A - ( o 
Related About It Being 	 - -, - - - 	- - - 
Disliked To Sell Fruits Until  
They Begin To Blossom 	 - 

1226. Ibn 'Umar narrated: "The  

Messenger of Allah 	prohibited  
selling date-palms until they have 	 . 
blossomed." (Sahih) 	 LW 	4i  
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0: 

1227. With this (same as no. 1226) ; 
chain: "The Prophet 	prohibited  

+' selling ears (of grain) until they L 

have whitened 	(shown 	their ui 
kernals) and are safe from blight,  
he forbade it for the seller and the L 	

[:Ji] 

buyer."  - - 	- 	-.-' 
[He said:] There are narrations on - - 	 - 	- - 

this topic from Anas, 'Aishah, Abü yji 
Hurairah, Ibn 'Abbas, Jabir, Abu --'  
Sa'eed, 	and 	Zaid bin Thabit. -' - 
(Sahih) 
[Abu 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of ' 	- 	- 'Umar Ibn 	is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 

-- - 	- 	- 
This is acted upon according to the  

people of knowledge among the - 	- 	- 	- - . 
j&9 Companions of the Prophet 	and 

others. They dislike selling fruits 
before their usefulness appears, 
this 	is 	the view of Ash-Shafi'I, 
A1mad and Ishaq. 

LJ I  

[oA: 	 fl . 	V 	/1 	:l] ZtjLPj 

j 	J2i] 	L 	L5 i 	[ol:C \AV: 	 [\orV: 	,L. 

[S.Ao/o 	 V:C oo  

1228. Anas narrated: "The 
Messenger of Allah1, prohibited 
selling grapes until they appear and 
selling grains until they become 
firm." (Da'iJ) 
[Abü 'EIsa said:] This Hadith is 

Hasan Gharib, we do not know of 
it being Marfu' except from the 
narration of Hammad bin Salamah. 

Y'A 

-- 	_ 	-_ 

• i 	'4 
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i Yy y" 

31 j )LJ I 	 L4] 

:Jij  tv :(3L.,.-') 3L.,- 

L5 1JI  
Comments: 	 - 

The orders of not selling the grains and fruits until they are ripe enough and 
safe from blight, were given to stop the conflict between the buyer and the 
seller. Though it is prohibited to sell before it is ripe and safe but if the buyer 
wants to reap the crop and pick up the fruit from the trees before it is ready, 
then according to the Four A 'immah it is approved and lawful to sell it. 

Chapter 16. What Has Been 
Related About The Sale Of 
Habalil-Habalah 

1229. Ibn 'Umar narrated: "The 
Prophet 	prohibited the sale of 
Habalil-Habalah." (Sahih) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from 'Abdullah bin 
'Abbãs and Abu Sa'eed A1-Khudri. 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of 

Ibn 'Umar is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
This is acted upon according to the 
people of knowledge. And Ijabalil-
Habalah is the offspring of the 
offspring (of an animal). It is an 
invalid sale according to the people 
of knowledge and it is a type of 
Gharar sale.111  
Shu'bah reported this Hadith from 

AyyUb, from Sa'eed bin Jubair, 
from Ibn 'Abbas. 
'Abdul-Wahhab Ath-Thaqafi and 

others reported it from Ayyub, 
from Sa'eed bin Jubair and Nãfi', 

[11 See the next chapter. 
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from Ibn 'Umar, from the Prophet 
, and this is more correct. 

\r:  

Comments: 	
[': 	 5 L1 	£. 

'Habalah' is plural of ¶FIabl' as 'Katabah' is plural of 'Katab 'Habalil Habalah' 
is an offspring of the offspring of an animal. Explanation: A) To pay at the 
time when the she-camel will give birth to a she-camel and that offspring she-
camel will give birth to a camel or she-camel. Imam Shafi'i and some others 
support this explanation of ¶Habalil Habalah'. B) Others said it is to pay at the 
time when the she-camel gives birth to a she-camel and that offspring she-
camel gets pregnant. In both situations the deal is unlawful and strictly 
disapproved because of the time factor. Nobody knows what will happen 
during this long period of time. 

Chapter 17. What Has Been 	LA 	L (w 
Related About: Sales Of 	 - - 
Gharar"' Are Disliked 	 J) jj.J 

1230. AbU Hurairah narrated: 
"The Messenger of Allah 
prohibited the Gharar sale, and the 
Hasah sale." (Sahih) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from Ibn 'Umar, Ibn 
'Abbas, AbU Sa'eed, and Anas. 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of 

Abü Hurairah is a Hasan Sahih 
Iladith. 
This Iadith is acted upon 
according to the people of 
knowledge, they dislike the Gharar 
sale. Ash-Shãfi'I said: "The Gharar 
sale includes selling fish that are in 
the water, selling a slave that has 
escaped, selling birds that are in 
the sky, and similar types of sales. 
And the meaing of the Ijaãh sale 
is when the seller says to the buyer: 

y)  

5 	5 	-- 

' 

LL 	L5L I j 

LS 'L 

Ell A sale involving uncertainty or deceit. It normally refers to the sale of what one does not 
possess, or what can not be defined, see the comments of the author. 
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'When I toss the pebble at you, 	 ,., 	, . - 	L>J i - - 
then the sale between you and I is 	

$J ii 	L) J  

final.' This resembles the sale of  
Munabadhah and this is one of the 	- 	- 	 - - - - 
selling practices of the people of 	L)J 	 LI•J 

Jahiliyyah." 	 j 

o\r 	L5 iJ 	JI, ;LJ, 	35U 	L 

1 At: 	 il 	LJI .L 	l, [\0 	 ] 

Comments: 
A sale involving uncertainty and deceitful tricks is called a sale of 'Gharar'. 
All such sales that are based on deceiving others are unlawful and prohibited. 
All A 'immah and scholars agree on this issue. The example of the sale of 
Gharar is selling an animal which is still in the womb of the mother or sale of 
the fish which is still in water and the net has been thrown for their catch, or 
selling a slave that has escaped, or sale of birds which are in the sky and sale 
of run away or lost animals. 

Chapter 18. What Has Been 	J J 	t. A - (' A 
Related About The Prohibition 	 - .- •-- .- 
Of Two Sales In One 	

A 	it) 	j 

1231. Abu Hurairah narrated: 
"The Messenger of Allah 
prohibited two sales in one." 
There are narrations on this topic 

from 'Abdullãh bin 'Amr, Ibn 
'Umar, and Ibn Mas'Ud. (Hasan) 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of Abu 

Hurairah is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
This is acted upon according to 

the people of knowledge. Some of 
the people of knowledge have 
explained it by saying that two sales 
in one is when one says: "I will sell 
you this garment for ten in cash, 
and twenty on credit." He does not 
distinguish between either of the 
two sales. But when he 
distinguishes it as being one of 
them, then there is no harm when 
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one of them is agreed upon. 
Ash-Shãfi'I said: "Included in the 

meaning of what the Prophet ii  
prohibited of regarding two sales in 	- 
one, is if one said: 'I will sell you 	- - - 	4,P  
this house of mine for that (price),  
upon the condition that you sell me 
your slave for this (price). When I 	 -'SU 136, 

get the slave, then you get the 	- 
house.' In this way the sales are 
distinguished without the prices 	 J 	',i-- 

being known, and neither of them 	 - 4Li; 	L 
knows what will happen at the 
conclusion of it (the agreement)." 

L 	JI jL.J  

4L 	Ui 	, * 	 a- c,.. 1r: 	o 

[rAA/ :..LJl ,.Jl. 	I 	{rr/o :,iJl Vo 

• Oj.. J  [r4A/ :i...,.-l] 
Comments: 

Three Three explanations have been given of "two sales in one" by scholars. Imam 
At-Tirmidhi has already given two explanations of the narration and the third 
explanation is that a person pays another person one Dinar on the promise 
that he will give him ten kilos of wheat next month. After one month when he 
demands ten kilos of wheat the other man says that the wheat he owes him 
may be sold to him again and next month he will give him twenty kilos of 
wheat. All kinds of such sales are unlawful and strictly prohibited. It is also a 
kind of Ribã. 

Chapter 19. What Has BeenLAI . U 
Related About It Being 

° 	) Disliked To Sell What One 
Does Not Have 

1232. Hakim bin Hizäm narrated: 
"I asked the Messenger of Allah 

, I said: 'A man came to me 
asking to buy something that I did 
not have. Can I buy it from the 
market for him and then give it to 
him?' 11  He said: 'Do not sell what 

:Zt-Y 

' 

3 	JL :j r 

Jl L  L5 	 L 

r-' 

L'I That is: Collect the money from him as in a sale, pay it in the market and then give it to 
him? See Tuhfat Al-A hwadhi. 
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h 

is not with you." (Hasan) 	 - - 	,- 	- - 	- 

' 't) YV:Z A/V:}LJ 	 :,. 

,4, ro.r: 	 ç 	(U 

1 • : 	L.J 	-i. 	(3J AJj 

1233. Hakim bin Hizãm narrated: 
"The Messenger of Allah 
prohibited me from selling what 
was not with me." (Sahih) 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 

kiasan. He said: There is something 
on this topic from 'Abdullãh bin 
'Umar. 
Isliaq bin ManUr said: "I said to 

Abmad: 'What is the meaning of 
the prohibition from a loan along 
with a sale?' He said: 'That he gives 
him a loan and then he makes a sale 
to him greater then it's actual 
worth. And, it carries the meaning 
of him loaning it to him in exchange 
for something (as collateral), so he 
says: 'If you are unable to pay it (the 
loan), then it (the collateral) will be 
a sale for you.' Isaq [meaning Ibn 
Rahuwyah] said as he said. And I 
said to A1mad: 'What about selling 
what one does not possess?' He 
said: 'To me it does not apply 
except in cases of food - meaning 
when one has not taken possession 
of it.' And Islaq said the same for 
all of what is measured or weighed. 
Ahmad said: 'When he says: "I will 
sell you this garment, with the 
condition that I am the tailor for it, 
and I am the one who bleaches it.' 
This is an example of two 
conditions in one sale. But if he 
says: "I am selling it to you with the 
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condition that I am its tailor," then 
there is no harm in it. And, if he 
said: "I am selling it to you with the 
condition that I am the one who 
bleaches it" then there is no harm 
in it, because this is only one 
condition.' And Isbaq said as he 
said." 

Li JY L 	 çJ 	 Lii Li 

1234. Ayyub narrated: 'Amr bin 
Shu'aib narrated to us, saying: My 
father narrated to me from his 
father' until he mentioned 
'Abdullãh bin 'Amr: "The 
Messenger of Allah 	said: 'It is 
not lawful to lend and sell, nor two 
conditions in a sale, nor to profit 
from what is not possessed, nor to 
sell what one does not have." 
(Sahih) 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. 
[Abü 'Eisa said:] The Hadith of 
Hakim bin flizam is a Hasan 
Hadith, it has been reported from 
him through other routes. Ayyüb 
As-SakhtiyanI and AbU Bishr 
report from YUsuf bin Mãhak, 
from Hakim bin Hizam. 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] 'Awf and Hishãm 

bin Hassan reported this Hadith 
from Ibn SIrIn, from Hakim bin 
Hizam from the Prophet . And 
this is a Mursal Hadith. Ibn Sir-in 
only reported it from AyyUb As-
SikhtiyanI from Yusuf bin Mahak, 
from Hakim bin Hizam like this. 
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Jfl 	:L 	cji yi 

1O: 	 L- 	AA:C 	-L. 	i, ro.: 

1235. Hakim 	[bin 	Hizãm] i tI. - 	r  
narrated: "The Messenger of Allah , 	• 	-  , 	, 

11 	11 prohibited me from selling what 
was not with me." (Sahih)  
[Abü 'Eisa said:] Waki' reported ----- 

this Hadith 	from YazId 	bin 'çi4 
Ibrahim, from Ibn SirIn, from 
Ayyub, from Hakim bin Hizam, - 	 - 	- 	- - 	- 	- 
and he did not mention in it: 

 "From YUsuf bin Mãhak." - 	- 
And the narration ofAbdus   - 	- 	- 

Samad (a narrator in the chain of LL L5-")- 
	

[: 	Jt1] 

Hadith no. 1235) is more correct. --------—------' - 	'- 
Yaya bin AbI Kathir reported - -- 	- - 	-- 	-- 	- 

this Hadith from Ya'lã bin Hakim, 
from YUsuf bin Mahak, from ILL- 	- 	-., 	- 	. 	• -- ' 'Abdullãh 	'Ismah, bin 	from Hakim 
bin Hizãm, from the Prophet 	ç. . 
This Hadith 	is 	acted 	upon - 	- 

according to most of the people of -: 	 - 
knowledge, they dislike for a man  
to sell what is not with him.  

L5 

Comments: 
 : 

According to Imam Abmad's  view it is related to grains only. It means that 
the grains which are not in possession, it is illegal to sell them. Imäm Ishaq 
says all things that are measured and weighed and are not in possession are 
included in it. In the view of Imãm Ash-Shãfi'i and Muhammad, all the things 
which are not in possession are included in it. According to Imam Malik it is 
not lawful to sell grains and fruits which are not in possession, and in the view 
of Imãm AbU Hanifah, all moveable property which is not in possession, its 
sale is unlawful. (See for details: Sharh Muslim lin-Nawawi v.2. p5) 
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Chapter 20. What Has Been 
Related About It Being 
Disliked To Sell Walã' And To 
Confer It"' 

1236. Ibn 'Umar narrated: "The 
Messenger of Allah 	prohibited 
selling the Wald' and conferring it." 
(Sahih) 
[AbU 'Eisa said:] This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. We do not know of it 
except as a narration of 'Abdullãh 
bin DInãr, from Ibn 'Umar. 
This Hadith is acted upon according 

to the people of knowledge. 
Yabya bin Sulaim reported this 

Hadith from 'Ubaidullãh bin 
'Umar, from Nãfi' from Ibn 'Umar 
from the Prophet 	, (saying) 
"That he prohibited selling the 
Wald' and conferring it." 
But this is a mistake from Yahya 

bin Sulaim. Because 'Abdul-
Wahhãb Ath-Thaqafi, 'Abdullãh 
bin Numair and others reported it 
from 'Ubaidullãh bin 'Umar, from 
'Abdullãh bin Dinãr, from Ibn 
'Umar, from the Prophet . And 
this is more correct than the 
narration of Yaya bin Sulaim.  

,Ii 	 - (Y 	J) 

, 	'.. Lz. 	.L. 	LA,. - Y 

Lc4 	_ 

[:1 

L L5 

-i 	-3 jAJ 

LJi - 	LJ) -i 	LY LS 

' j yj j 	3. 4 	-L-11- 	ç i I 

Yoro: 	 JI 	L 	iI 	LJ 	 L -i.o 

Comments: 
'Wald' is the relationship between a slave and the one who manumits. By this 

relationship one who gets freedom is considered the family member of the 
one who frees. If the freed slave dies without having any legal heir his 
property goes to the one who manumited him. Arabs before the advent of 
Islam used to sell or confer this relationship of Wald. The Prophet 
prohibited it. 

" A1-Walã' is the right for the one who freed a slave to inherit his or her property. It is not 
lawful to sell that right, nor give it to someone as a gift. 
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Chapter 21. What Has Been 
Related About It Being 
Disliked To Barter Animals 
For Animals On Credit 

1237. Samurah narrated: 	The 
.' 	-' -------- - 

Messenger of Allah 	&ç prohibited . - 	- 	• 	- 	- 	- 
bartering animals for animals on 

 

credit." (Sahih) 

[He said:] There are narrations on  
this topic from Ibn 'Abbãs, Jãbir, 6 
and Ibn 'Umar. 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of 

U;- 
	- 	- 	-. 	- 	- 

[:J] Samurah is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
It is correct that Al-Hasan heard 
from Samurah, this is what 'All bin  
Al-MadinI and others said.  

Regarding (the prohibition of) 
bartering animals for animals on  
credit, this is acted upon according OJ 	LJ LY, 

to most of the people of knowledge J 
among the Companions of the -, 	- 	- 	- 	- 
Prophet 	and others. This is the JI 
view of Sufyan Ath-ThawrI and the 
people of Al-KUfah, and it is the 

'- 	
' UL 	j 

view ofAhmad. j 	J 
Some of the people of knowledge, 

among the Companions of the 
Prophet 	and others, permitted  
bartering animals for animals on  
credit. This is the view of Ash- ' 	uØ 

Shãfi'I and Isaq. 

[A° 	Y AA/o:L,.J] 	Lc. 	 , * 
.[•/ 

1238. Jabir narrated that the 	 1.iii- - lYrA 

Messenger of Allah it said: 	- - 	 - - 
"Animals [two for one] are not 	 - 	

: 
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proper on credit, and there is no 	- 	 - 	- - i5, -, - 

harm in a hand to hand' 	&.1  

(exchange)." (Pali) 	JL J :J 
This Hadith is Hasan [Sahih]. 	 - - 	- - 

- 	- 	- 

3,...>JL 	 {4....L,... .t.] 

L,LJ  

Comments: 
There is a narration in 5ahiiz Al-Bukhari that the Prophet i; bought a camel 
on credit from a Bedouin and later on returned a better camel to him. Imãm 
Bukhari has written a 'Chapter on Loan of Camels'. It proves that an animal 
can be bartered on credit. According to Hãfiz Ibn Hajar most of the people of 
knowledge act upon this narration. 

Chapter 22. What Has Been 
Related About Buying A Slave 
In Exchange For Two Slaves 

- ( 

('fl' iii)  

1239. Jãbir narrated: "A slave 
came to give the pledge to the 
Prophet jW for Hijrah, but the 
Prophet ç did not realize that he 
was a slave. So his master came to 
get him and the Prophet 	said: 
'Sell him to me.' So he purchased 
him for two black slaves. Then he 
would not take the pledge from 
anyone until he asked him if he 
was a slave." (Sahih) 
[He said:] There is something on 

this topic from Anas. 
[Abü 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 

Jãbir is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. This 
is acted upon according to the 
people of knowledge. There is no 
harm in a slave for two slaves in a 
hand to hand exchange, but they 
differ when it is on credit. 
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3,JL 3tJ 	- 	L 	1LJI 	-p.4, 
4J_.j Y 4AV: J  b YIJ Y YVT 	L. 	I] L.r' 	 * 4U k 

Chapter 23. What Has Been 
Related About That Wheat Is 
To Be Exchanged For Wheat, 
Kind For Kind, And That An 
Increase In It Is Disliked 

1240. 'Ubãdah bin As-Sãmit 
narrated that the Prophet ; said: 
"Gold for gold, kind for kind; silver 
for silver, kind for kind; dried-dates 
for dried-dates, kind for kind; 
wheat for wheat, kind for kind; salt 
for salt, kind for kind; and barley 
for barley, kind for kind. Whoever 
increases or seeks an increase, then 
he has dealt with Ribã. Sell gold for 
silver as you wish, hand to hand; 
and sell wheat for dried-dates as 
you wish, hand to hand; and sell 
barley for dried-dates as you wish, 
hand to hand." (Sahih) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from Abü Sa'eed, AbU 
Hurairah, Bilãl, [and Anas]. 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 

'Ubãdah bin As-Sãmit is Hasan 
aiii. Some of them reported this 

Hadith from Khalid, with this 
chain, and he said: "Sell wheat for 
barley as you wish, hand to hand." 
Some of them reported this Hadith 

from Khalid, from AM Qilabah, 
from Ash'ath, from 'Ubadah from 
the Prophet . In that Hadith, they 
added that Khalid said: "AbU 
Qilabah said: "Sell wheat for barley 
as you wish, hand to hand." 
This Hadith is acted upon 

Z, 	L A - (r 

(Yr .ill) 
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according to the people of 
knowledge, they do not think that 
one may sell wheat for wheat 
except when it is the same kind for 
the same kind, and (the same for) 
barely in exchange for barely, kind 
for kind. When the items are 
themselves different, then there is 
no harm in one being more than 
the other if it is hand to hand. This 
is the saying of most of the people 
of knowledge among the 
Companions of the Prophet and 
others. It is the view of Sufyan Ath-
Thawri, Ash-Shafi'i, Ahmad, and 
Ishaq. Ash-Shãfi'I said: "And the 
proof for that is the saying of the 
Prophet 	: 'Sell barely for wheat 
as you wish, hand to hand." 
[AbU 'Eisa said:] Some of the 

people of knowledge considered it 
disliked that wheat be sold for 
barely unless it was kind for kind. 
This is the view of Malik bin Anas, 
but the first view is more correct. 

\oAV: 	 LU 	 A 	LJ 

: 	S/Y :(.lI 	1J] 	[Y OVA : 	Lii] J, [ aAA: 

Comments: 
Riba (Usury or Interest) is of two kinds, a) Direct and b) Indirect. The 
example of direct Riba is very clear, it is to take money or anything else on 
loan and settle the terms and conditions of return in advance and to agree by 
both parties to pay more than the original loan taken, or to return a better 
thing than the thing taken on loan. This is unlawful. The second kind of Riba 
is indirect interest for which the narration in the chapter has the basic 
standing. Riba means increase. Exchange of one kind of grain with the same 
kind of grain with some addition is because it resembles the Direct Interest, 
therefore, it has been declared unlawful. (See for details: Hujjatullah Al-
Balighah v.2. p.106 - 107.) 
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Chapter 24. What Has Been 
Related About Exchange 

1241. Nafi' narrated: "Ibn 'Umar 
and I went to AbU Sa'eed and he 
narrated to us: 'the Messenger of 
Allah 	said - and I heard him 
with these [two] ears: "Do not sell 
gold for gold except kind for kind, 
nor silver for silver except kind for 
kind, do not exchange more of one 
than the other, and do not sell 
what is not present from them for 
what is present." (aziaz) 

[Abu 'Eisa said:] There are 
narrations on this topic from AN 
Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthmãn, AbU 
Hurairah, Hishãm bin 'mir, Al-
Bard', Zaid bin Arqam, Facälah 
bin 'Ubaid, AbU Bakrah, Ibn 
'Umar, Abü Ad-Darda', and Bilal. 
[He said:] the Hadith of AbU 

Sa'eed, from the Prophet 	[about 
Ribã] is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
This is acted upon according to the 

people of knowledge among the 
Companions of the Prophet and 
others, except for what has been 
related from Ibn 'Abbas; he did not 
see any harm in exchanging gold for 
gold or silver for silver, more for 
less, when it is done hand to hand, 
and he said: "Riba is only in credit." 
Similar has been related from some 
of his companions. It has been 
related that Ibn 'Abbãs changed his 
opinion when Abu Sa'eed narrated 
it to him from the Prophet . The 
first view is more correct. 
And this is acted upon according to 

the people of knowledge [among the 
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Companions of the Prophet and 
others]. It is the view of Sufyan Ath-
Thawri, Ibn Al-Mubãrak, Ash-
Shäfi'I, Ahmad, and Isaq. It has 
been reported that Ibn A1-Mubarak 
said: "There no difference over 
exchange." 

I; •lL rj Lj ç LJ j  L1 

- 

	

vr/r:,-i 	[a 	] 

. 	 \V1:C ç,Ji, U 

[r A: 	 i.S) 	J] ,5 	UI 	, * 

	

['oAA: 	L] 	i, ['oAo: 	 [tr:LJ 

	

{oA: L 	Y \A\ 	Y\A:: '4)'- 1 I 'J 
JLi [rv r1A/ 

[\S: 	 \A: 	'] 	L 
[ ovQ : 	,Ld] 	[t oVi 	JLJI 	rt /: 	.W LA 

Comments: 
"La Yushaffu" means making an increase or decrease during exchange. And 
"Nãjiz" means present. Exchange of gold with silver, or silver with gold, or 
gold with gold, and silver with silver, on credit, is not lawful. It is unanimously 
agreed upon. An exchange of the same kind with increase or decrease is also 
unlawful. The command of the Prophet 	is that "Riba is in loan." It means 
taking a loan and returning it with increase in it. This type of exchange was 
customary among the people of that time. The Prophet 	disapproved it and 
declared it unlawful. If the kind is not the same in the exchange there can be 
increase or decrease in it, and it is approved, but if the deal of exchange is on 
credit, it is unlawful. 

1242. Ibn 'Umar narrated: "I  
would sell camels at Al-BaqI', so I  
would sell them for Dinar but take  
in place of them Dirham, and, I 

	

would sell for silver and take Dinar 	-. - 	- 	- - - - - 
in its place. So I went to the  
Messenger of Allah 4t and found 

	

PU 
him leaving the house of Hafsah. I 	- - 	 -. 	 - 
asked him about that and he said: 	LLti 	 jiL 

	

'There is no harm in that when it 	,  
(equals) the price." (Ijasan) 	 L7 

	

[Abü 'EIsa said:] We do not know 	3. 	:ft iu 	JU 
of this 1Iad(th being Marfu' except 

 

	

from the narration of Simak bin 	 - -- 
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Harb from Sa'eed bin Jubair, from  
'Umar.  Ibn 

DãwUd bin AN Hind narrated this !ft 
i-Iad(th form Sa'eed bin Jubair, 
from Ibn 'Umar in Mawquf form. 

, 	 - 	- 
--' 	•Y 	c 

This is acted upon according to Li 
some of the people of knowledge. - - - 	- 	- 	- 	-. 	- 
There is no harm in paying for gold -'- 	-'- 
with silver and silver with gold. j 
This is the view of Ahmad and  
Isaq. Some of the people of  

knowledge, among the Companions  
and others, disliked that.  

Lit 	:1 	tj J1 i 	--i, 	oL41 

10 O: 	 t, 	Y A: C 	3L- t 	LL 	 rro 

Comments: 
All A 'immah, Mãlik, Abu Hanifah, Shãfi'i, Ahmad, Ath-Thawri, Al-Awzã'i 
and Hasan, and others, agree and approve if a thing is sold in Dinar, and 
Dihrams are taken instead of Dinar, or vice versa, but the deal must be hand 
to hand. If the deal is on credit, it is unlawful. 

1243. Ibn Shihab narrated from 
Malik bin Aws bin Hadathãn that 
he said: "I once said: 'Who can 
change some Dirham?' So • alhah 
bin 'Ubaidullãh - and he was with 
'Umar bin Al-Khattab - said: 
"Leave your gold with us, then 
return to us when our servant 
comes and we will give you your 
silver." 'Umar bin Al-Khattãb said: 
"No! By Allah! Either give him his 
silver or return his gold to him. 
Indeed the Messenger of Allah 
said: 'Silver for gold is Riba, except 
for hand to hand; and wheat for 
wheat is Riba except for hand to 
hand; and barley for barley is Ribã 
except for hand to hand; and dried-
dates for dried-dates is Riba except 

rL9 	 i 	L.iL jii)) 

_jj '-, 	'i J 
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for hand to hand." (Sahih) 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] This Hadith is 

Ijasan Sahih. This is acted upon 
according to the people of 
knowledge. And the meaning of 
Ha' Wa Ha' is hand to hand. 

VS / oAl : 	 ;ULJi 	 : 
__ 	Jii 	V. : 

Comments: 
Nowadays, paper currency is in circulation instead of Dirham and Dinar, so 
their exchange comes under the orders of gold and silver. Currency of one 
country will be dealt on equal basis with the currency of another country. 
Taking or giving one hundred rupees (for example) in place of a lesser or 
greater amount of rupees is unlawful because it resembles Riba. The currency 
of different countries can be exchanged with increase or decrease as in the 
exchange of Dollar or Pound or Riyal. This exchange is lawful because the 
kind is not the same. This exchange will be hand to hand and not on credit. 

Chapter 25. What Has Been 
Related About Purchasing 
Date-Palms After Pollination 
And A Slave That Has Property 

1244. Salim narrated from his 
father that the Messenger of Allah 

said: "Whoever purchases a 
date-palm after it has been 
pollinated then its fruits are for the 
one who sold it, unless the buyer 
made it a condition. And whoever 
purchases a slave who has property, 
then his property is for the one 
who sold him, unless the buyer 
made it a condition." (Sahih) 
[He said:] There is something on 

this topic from Jabir. The Hadith of 
Ibn 'Umar is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
Similarly, it has been reported by 
more than one route from Az-
Zuhri, from Salim, from Ibn 
'Umar, that the Prophet 	said: 

- (o 

jt. i 	Js3 	U4  ji; 

(a 	I) 
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"Whoever purchases a date-palm  
after it has been pollinated, then its 
fruits are for the seller, unless the :3 
buyer made it a condition. And  

'1 whoever purchases a slave who has 
property, then his property is for . 

L. the seller, seller, unless the buyer made it - 
a condition." And it has been Ci 
reported from Nãfi' 	from Ibn ' 	- 	UL"  4JLJ 	, L 	L 
'Umar, that the Prophet 	said: - 	- 	- - 
"Whoever purchases a date-palm oj 	iL 
that has been pollinated, then its  L 
fruits are for the seller, unless the 
buyer made it a condition." LL  
It has been reported from Näfi', ' 	..• 	- 	- -, 

'Umar, from Ibn 'Umar from 	that L5 

he 	said: "Whoever sold a slave jj. 	) 
who has property, his property is 
for the seller, unless the buyer 

-- - 	- 	- 	- 	- 
-c 	J9 

made it a condition." This is how j 
the two Azadith were reported by - 	- - 	-- 	- 	I 

LJi J 'Ubaidullah 	'Umar bin 	and others L"-J 

from Näfi'. 
Ly 	 3 

Some of them have also reported - 	- 	- 	- 
this Hadith from Nãfi', from Ibn ] 	' 
'Umar, from the Prophet  
'Ikrimah bin Khälid reported 

similar to the Hadith of Salim, from 
Ibn 'Umar, from the Prophet 	. 
This Hadith 	is 	acted upon 

according to some of the people of 
knowledge. It is the view of Ash- 
Shãfi'i, Ahmad, and Isaq. 
Muhammad bin Ismä'il said: "The 

Hadith of Az-Zuhri from Salim, 
from his father, from the Prophet 

is the most correct [of what has 
been reported on this topic]." 

A./o:C 	 L 	Jl  
UI 	- 	. 	V° 	Zi 

L... 	- 
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Comments: 
"Tu'abbar" means pollination. In the time of the Prophet 	people used to 
take more produce with artificial pollination, as today trees are grafted to 
have more produce. 

Chapter 26. What Has Been 3LZil : 	. 	 - (r 
'Both Related About 	The Buyer - 	 - 	-. 	- 

And The Seller Retain The  
Option As Long As They Have - 

Not Separated' 

1245. Näfi' narrated from Ibn 
- 

'Umar, that the Messenger of Allah - -, 	 - 	 - - 

said: "Both the buyer and the L 

seller retain the option as long as  L 
they have not separated or they Y 
give each other the option." 3iI)) 	 I 
He (Nãfi') said: "So when Ibn - 	- 	-. 

- 
j 	 J L 	)L.>J1.J 

'Umar purchased something while - 	- - 	 - 

he was sitting, he would stand to Z 	 33 :JL 
complete the sale." (ahiz) 

- 	 - 

- t ,- 	- 	 - 

4J 	
- 	

eU 
[Abu 	Eisa 	said:] 	There 	are '- 	 - -- 	 - - 	 - 	- 

narrations on this topic from Abu [:L,.. 	•, 	J] 
Barzah, 	[Hakim bin Hizäm], - - 	 - - 

'Abdullah bin 'Amr, Samurah, AbU °- 

Hurairah, 	and 	'Abdullah 	bin .,. 

'Abbas. 
Abü 'Elsa said: The Hadith of Ibn 

- 	- - 	-. 	 - 	 - 	 - 

! 	J1 

'Umar is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. alp 

This is acted upon according to -, - 

some of the people of knowledge  
among the Companions of the 
Prophet 	and others. It is the  
view of Ash-Shãfi'l, Ahmad, and i~ Jl 
Isbaq, they said: "The separation  

Jjj 
means parting, not in speech." 
Some of the people of knowledge  

held the view that the saying of the  I J 	J 
"As Prophet 	: 	long as they have 

not separated" means making a .UJ 4. 	J JA 

separation in speech. 1' 	But the 

Meaning when the seller says: "Sold" or the buyer says something similar. 
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first view is more correct, because 	I I - 	 - - ,, 

Ibn 'Umar - who narrated it from 	 : k 	 LJ) 

the Messenger of Allah 	— is 	
L$ 

more knowledgeable about the 	 - 
meaning of what he narrated, and 
it is reported that when he wanted 
to conclude a sale, he would walk 
away to conclude it. 

:L 	Ji L5 :j 

[oV: 	 L3 jj * 

.[/'c:,S.Ji 	V'/O:)+J, 
Comments: 

A bargain is not considered complete until the consent is given from both 
sides. There is the possibility of cancellation until the bargain is finished and 
agreed upon by both the parties. After giving the consent both the parties 
keep the right of cancellation of the deal as long as they are present at the 
place where the deal is taking place but if one of the parties, or both of them, 
left the place, they loose the right of cancellation and the deal is sealed. 

1246. Hakim bin Flizãm narrated 
that the Messenger of Allah 
said: "Both the buyer and the seller 
retain the opition as long as they 
have not separated. If they spoke 
the truth and clarified (any defects 
or conditions), then they would be 
blessed in their sale, and if they hid 
something and lied then their sale 
would be deprived of blessings." 
(Sahih) 
And this is a Sahih Hadith. 
This is how it was reported from 

Abü Barzah Al-Aslami, that two 
men came disputing to him after 
the sale of a horse, and they were 
on a ship, so he said: "I did not see 
the two of you separate, and the 
Messenger of Allah 	said: 'The 
buyer and the seller retain the 
choice as long as they did not 
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separate." - -. 
Some of the people of knowledge, 

L- JLJL - 	- - 	- 
among the people of A1-KUfah and a.4 	. 	.ij 
others, 	held the view that the 
separation refers to speech. This is 

- 	-- 	- 	- 	- 	- 
' 

the saying of [Sufyãn] Ath-ThawrI. JI [tL] 	1i 
This has been reported from Malik - - 	 - 
bin Anas, and it has been reported )J 	'r 	u 	Li 9J 	-' 
from Ibn Al-Mubarak that he said:  
"How could this be refuted?" And - 
the Hadith about it from the L 	 l 
Prophet 	is 	SahThh, 	and 	it 

I JLAI  
strenghtens this view. - 
And the meaning of the saying of ((1J 	!i 	:i 	Ji 

the Prophet 	: "Except for the i 
opitional sale" is, that (while they -- - -- 	 - 
are still together) the seller gives i 	-41 	1,1i.0 
the buyer the option to cancel after - 	 - 	- 	- 	- 
the conclusion of the sale. If he  
chooses to agree to the sale, then  
he does not have the choice to  

JIJ 	iJ 	: cancel the sale after that, even if 
they did not separate. This is how 
Ash-Shãfi'I and others explained it.  
And what strengthens the view of 
those who said that the seperation 
refers to them parting, 	(and) it 
does not refer to speech, is the 
(following) Hadith of 'Abdullãh bin 
'Amr from the Prophet 	. 

Y: 	3LJI, 	JI 	jJI 	L 

- 	• V ° :J ,3 WiJ I 

1247. 'Amr bin Shu'aib narrated : [- 	)] 	.±'4- 	ti. 	- 
from 	his 	father, 	from 	his - 	- 	 - 	- ' L) grandfather, that the Messenger of -. 	- 	- - - 
Allah 	said: "Both the buyer and ji . 
the seller retain the option as long • - 	• 	-- - 	- - 
as they did not separate, unless they H 	IJ 	4JIi 	: 	I 

agreed to making it optional. And it ' 	j- 	' 
is not lawful for him to seperate - 	• - 	- 	- 

---4 	-' from his companion, fearing that he 
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will change his mind." (Hasan) 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] This Hadith is 
-Iasan and this means separating 
from him after the sale, fearing 
that he will change his mind. And 
if the separation referred to 
speech, and there was no option 
left for him after the sale, then this 
Ijadith would be meaningless, since 
he 	said: "And it is not lawful for 
him to separate from his 
companion, fearing that he will 
change his mind." 

L 	 3t 

5 -  ---------- 

. o l:  

	

.V.:C 	tJt 	 UAA: 	)L.J, 
Comments: 

Here "Iqalah" means the appeal for the cancellation of deal. Here it does not 
mean the demand of return of goods purchased after the deal is complete, 
because the return of purchased things is possible even after the separation, 
with consent of the two parties. One party does not have the choice alone. 

Chapter 27. What Has Been 	 . ] 	- (y 
Related About The Option Of 
The Buyer And The Seller 	 (" ii) 

1248. Abu Hurairah narrated that  
the Prophet 	said: "They (the 	- - 	- - 	- - 	- - - 
two) are not to separate from a  

sale except in agreement." (Hasan) 	 --.- 	- 	- 	r 

	

i . - 	 jJ4. 	kjj  

	

[He said:] This Hadith s Ghanb. 	- 	-- 	- 

L [: 

	

oA: 	LaI 	yl  

1249. Jãbir narrated: "The  
Prophet 	gave a Bedouin the  
option after asale." (a'11) 	

) i 	LJ 	L.- 

ThisHadithisHasan Gharib.  
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ç iJI kii1jj B ly:4— .l 	 4 	 LL 

JL 
Comments: 

The basis of a business deal according to Islamic Law (Shari'ah) depends on 
mutual consent and good-will, as Allah said: "But let there be among you 
trade by mutual good-will" (Snrat An-Nisa' 4:29.) So, the Islamic Shari'ah 
gives the option of annulment of a deal to all the parties before the 
conclusion of the meeting, and it also advises not to leave the meeting for the 
fear of the other party's appeal of cancelling the deal. If both parties agree on 
the final decision they are allowed to end the meeting. They are also allowed 
to give the option of cancellation of the deal to one or both the parties after 
the end of the meeting, but this choice is given in the meeting. 

Chapter 28. What Has Been 
Related About Who Is Cheated 
In Business 

1250. Anas narrated that there was 
a man who was not very sensible 
and he would make purchases. So 
his family came to the Prophet 
and said: "0 Messenger of Allah! 
Stop him (from making 
purchases)." So Allah's Prophet 
called him to prohibit him, and he 
said: "0 Messenger of Allah! I 
have no patience for business." So 
he said: "When you are buying, say: 
'Hand to hand, and no cheating." 
(Sahik) 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] There is a 

narration on this topic from Ibn 
'Umar. 
The Hadith of Anas is a Hasan 

Sahih Gharib Hadith. 
This is acted upon according to 

the people of knowledge. They say 
that the free man can be prevented 
from selling and buying when his 
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intellect is weak. This is the view of  
L5 ISI A1mad and Is15q. Some of the 	

s 

scholars did not think that the free 	; j i- 
person who had attained the age of 
responsibility could be prevented 	 dYt 	L 
from that. 

(Ji 	1L 	 : 

O• : 	 c.'lLL 	 ' ro : 	 .--'y 
O'V: (3L.>-'J) 	0 IA:  C 	. 	 _ 

ç,.L.oj 	LJ 	 A. Ij, 	 • ' / t 	.>J i 	a • A 

Comments: 
As for a person of low calibre and less intellingence or not so smart for 
business and trade; if he says before making any bargain: 'hand to hand and 
no cheating' and he keeps the choice of cancellation of the deal if there is any 
cheating, he should be given this choice. The court of the country has the 
right to prevent such a person from doing business on the request of his heirs. 

Chapter 29. What Has Been 	 j  
Related About The Animal 	 . 
That Has Not Been Milked 11  

1251. Abü Hurairah narrated that  
the Prophet J  said: "Whoever  
purchased an animal that has not 	- -. 	 -. - - 
been milked, then he has the 	: 	it Ji :JU i 
choice when he milks it, if he -  - 	-, 	- 	- 	-- - 
wishes he may return it, returning a 	' 	

Oif_ ($Y 

ã' of dried-dates along with it."  

[AbU 'Elsa said:] There are 	 ji 	; Jul 

narrations on this topic from Anas, 	 i 
and a man from the Companions 	 - 
of the Prophet . 

LL 	L- 	 A1 /' :  

* 	& 	 Oo: 	 A:C 

V1V:C 	OO/O:). 	\Vt:C 	 ,lJt] 

.[\t /t  

Al-Musarrat: It is the camel, cow or sheep, whose milk has been retained in its udders. 
See Tuhfat A1-Ahwadhi and An-Nihayah. 
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1252. AbU Hurairah narrated that 	 - 
the Prophet 	said: "Whoever  

purchases an animal that has not  
been milked, then he retains the 	- - 	 - 	- 
option for three days. If he returns  
it, then he is to return with it a 'ã' 
of food, not Samra. (Sahth)  

	

[AbU 'Elsa sad]: The meaning of: 	 A J L 	L)9 

"Not Samra" is "not wheat." 	 -- - 

This Hadith is Hasan Sahih. This 	- 	- - 	 - - 
Hadith is acted upon according to 	' : y L 'J L 	 Jul 
our companions, among them Ash-  
Shafi'i, Alimad, and Isbaq. 	 - 	- - - 

LJ 	 _ 	Li 

•L-j 	-_; 

Comments: 
"Al-Musarrat" is derived from 'Tasrrah' which means to withhold or block. 
"A1-Musarrat" is a camel, cow or sheep whose milk is left in its udder to tempt 
the buyer that the animal gives plenty of milk. 

Chapter 30. What Has Been 
Related About The Stipulation 
For Riding An Animal At The 
Time Of The Sale 

1253. Jãbir bin 'Abdullãh narrated 
that he sold a camel to the Prophet 

and made the condition that he 
could ride it to (return to) his 
family. (Sahih) 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 

Ijasan Sahih. It has been reported 
through other routes from Jãbir. 
This is acted upon according to 

some of the people of knowledge 
among the Companions of the 
Prophet 	and others. They 
consider it allowed to make a 
condition in a sale when it is one 
condition. This is the view of 

I 	. t 	- (r. 	Jl) 

(r.  

: L 	LY 	 - 
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Ahmad and Isaq. 
Some of the people of knowledge 

said that it is not allowed to make 
a condition in a sale, nor to 
complete a sale when there is a 
condition for it. 

Vo:C 	 L 	 -.-i 

V:,UJij 

Comments: 
Putting a condition on a sale by which only one party gets the benefit is 
lawful. For example the seller of a horse can make a condition that he would 
ride the horse to return to his house, or on the sale of a house the seller can 
make a condition that he will reside in this house for such a period and then 
the possession will be given. 'Allãmah Taqi also approves of putting only one 
condition. (See Appendix of the Mujjalah Al-4hkm Al-Adliyah (Urdu) v. 1 
p.636. and p.49 and Sahih Muslim, Fawaid.) 

Chapter 31. [What Has Been 
Related About] Using What Is 
Pawned 

[ 	t. U1 LL - (r 

1254. Abü Hurairah narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah t said: "A 
riding animal can be ridden while it 
is pawned, and a milking animal 
can be milked while it is pawned, 
and it is up to the one riding and 
drinking (the milk) to maintain it." 
(Sahih) 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. 
We do not know of it being Marfu' 

except by the narration of 'Amir 
Ash-Sha'bi from AbU Hurairah. 
Others have reported this Ijadith 
from Al-A'mash, from AN Salib, 
from Abü Hurairah in Mawquf 
form. 
This is acted upon according to 

some of the people of knowledge, 
and it is the view of Ahmad and 
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Isl.aq. 
Some of the people of knowledge 

said that one may not benefit in 
any way from what is pawned. 

i 	J :LJii Jul  

Comments: 	 '.' 
It is proved from this narration that the benefit of a pawned thing or animal be 
taken in proportion to the expenditure of maintenance. Imãm Ahmad and Ishaq 
approve this view, and according to most of the people of knowledge this view is 
correct. 

Chapter 32. What Has Been 
Related About Selling A 
Necklace Containing Gold And 
Jewels 

1255. Fadalah bin 'Ubaidah 
narrated: "On the Day of Khaibar I 
purchased a necklace that 
contained gold and jewels for 
twelve Dinar. I separated it and 
found that it was worth more than 
twelve Dinar. I mentioned that to 
the Prophet 	and he said: 'Do 
not sell it until it is separated." 
(Sahih) 
(Another chain of narration) with 

similar meaning. 
[Abü 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 

Ijasan Sahih. This is acted upon 
according to some of the people of 
knowledge among the Companions 
of the Prophet 4h and others. They 
did not think that an embellished 
(silver-gilded) sword could be sold 
for Dirham, nor a silver-plated 
waist-band, or something similar, 
until it (the silver) was 
distinguished and separated. This is 
the view of Ibn Al-Mubãrak, Ash-
Shãfi'I, Ahmad, and Ishaq. 
Some of the people of knowledge, 

- (r 
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among the Companions of the 	- 	. 	, 	•.. - - 
Prophet 	and others, permitted 	'-' 	 '-' 	L'- L9j - 

that. 	 . 

Comments: 
This This narration shows that if anything is mixed with gold and it is being sold 
for the sake of gold, the gold must be separated from the object. The same 
formula is applied to silver. This has been commanded so that every metal is 
sold separately at its own price. In case of mixture of metals, it is not possible 
to weigh each metal exactly, and selling a thing based upon estimation is 
prohibited. To avoid this doubt, it has been ordered to separate the metals. 

Chapter 33. What Has Been 
Related About Making A 
Condition To Retain Al- WaM''1  
And The Rebuke For That 

(rri) 

(r 	 -Jj ji 

1256. A1-Aswad narrated from 
'Aishah that she wanted to 
purchase BarIrah, but they (her 
owners) made the condition that 
they would retain the Wald'. So the 
Prophet 	said: "Buy her; the 
Wald' is only for the one who gives 
the price, or for the one who grants 
the favor." [21 

[He said:] There is something on 
this topic from Ibn 'Umar. (Sahih) 
[Abu 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 

'Aishah is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
This is acted upon according to the 
people of knowledge. And MansUr 
bin Al-Mu'tamir's Kunyah is Abü 
'Attab. 
AbU Bakr Al-'Attãr Al-Basri 

narrated to us from 'All bin Al-
Madini who said: "I heard Yahya 
bin Sa'eed saying: 'When you get a 
narration from Mansur, then your 

(1]  See no. 1236. 
121 Meaning, the one who frees them. (Tuhfat Al-A hwadhi) 
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hand has been filled with goodness, 	- 	i&; -- 

without needing others.' Then -Lb -'•' 

Yaya said: 'I did not find anyone 	U : 	J 
more reliable in (narrating from) 	 - - - 	 - 

Ibrãhim An-Nakha'i and Mujãhid  
than MansUr." 
[He said:] Muhammad informed  

me from 'Abdullãh bin Abi Al-  

Aswad who said: "'Abdur-Rahmãn 	:jG 	I ) bin Mahdi said: 'MansUr is the most 	- 	 - 	 - 	 - 

reliable of the people of A1-KUfah." 	 : 

LiI 	i 	 L_ - 	y>-1 3 7I 4, 	Jl 

oi 	 c,- 	3U2i3i L 	 e [VO: 

'c-4- J  
Comments: 

A person who frees a slave or a slave-girl, or makes the payment for their 
freedom, or buys them, has the right of their inheritance. At the time of 
selling a slave, putting a condition of Wald' is against the Shari'ah, and 
whoever goes against the Islamic Law is liable to punishment and action 
performed. (See for details Fath Al-Bdrf v. 5 p.335-336.) 

Chapter 34. Contingent 	 JIj, 	J] 	- (r t JI) 
Purchases And Sales 	 - 	 - 

(r i zi~jI) 

1257. Habib bin Abi Thäbit 
narrated from Hakim bin Uizam, 
that the Messenger of Allah 
sent Hakim bin Hizãm with a 
Dinãr to buy an animal for 
Udhiyah (an animal for sacrifice) 
for him. He purchased an Ui4i)yah 
which he sold and profited a Djnãr 
from, so he purchased another in 
its place. And he returned to the 
Messenger of Allah 	with the 
Udhiyyah and the Dinär, so he said: 
'The sheep is for sacrifice and the 
Dinãr is for charity." (Da'iJ) 
[AbU 'EIsa said:]: We do not know 

of the Hadith of Hakim bin Hizãm 
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except through this route, and Habib 
bin AN Thäbit did not hear from 
Hakim bin Hizäm - in my view. 

- 
 j 

Comments: 
The Prophet 	gave one Dinãr to Hakim to buy an animal for sacrifice and 
not for the sake of business. Hakim, in good faith and as a well-wisher of the 
Prophet , earned one Dinar by a business transaction. He came to the 
Prophet 	and presented the animal and the Dinãr. The motive of the 
Prophet 	was only to make a sacrifice and not any kind of business, so he 
ordered Hakim to slaughter the animal and give a Dlnãr in charity. 

1258. 'Urwah Al-BariqI said: "The 
Messenger of Allah jgv, gave me 
one DInär to purchase a sheep for 
him. So I purchased two sheeps for 
him, and I sold one of them for a 
Dinar. So I returned with the sheep 
and the Dlnãr to the Prophet , 
and I mentioned what had 
happened and he said: 'May Allah 
bless you in your business dealings.' 
After that he went to Kunasah in 
Al-KUfah, and he made 
tremendous profits. He was among 
the wealthiest of the people of Al-
Küfah." (Sahih) 
(Another chain of narration) with 

similar meaning. 
[Abu 'Elsa said:] Some of the 

people of knowledge followed this 
Hadith and stated their view 
accordingly. This is the view of 
Almad and Isliaq. Some of the 
people of knowledge did not use 
this Hadith, among them are Ash-
Shafi'I and Sa'eed bin Zaid the 
brother of Hamniad bin Zaid. And 
AbU LabId's (a narrator) name is 
Limazah [bin Zabbar]. 
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Comments: 
Some A 'immah and scholars, on the basis of this narration, have approved of 
making a profit with the money of others without their permission, and giving 
the profit to them. 'Urwah purchased two goats with the money given to him 
by the Prophet , without the permission of the Prophet , whereas the 
money was given to him for the purchase of one goat. He sold one goat and 
earned one Dinär. He returned to the Prophet with a goat and Dinar. The 
Prophet 	appreciated his sentiments and invoked Allah's blessings for him. 

Chapter 35. What Has Been 
Related About The Mukatab'1  
Who Has What Will Fulfill 
(His Release) 

1259. Ibn 'Abbas narrated that the 
Prophet it said: "When the 
penalty (of blood money) goes to a 
Mukatab, or an inheritance, then 
he inherits in accordance with as 
much as he is freed from it." And 
the Prophet 	said: "The Mukatab 
is given the blood-money of a free 
person in accordance to what he 
has paid (for his freedom), and 
that of a slave in accordance to 
what remains." 21  (Sahih) 
[He said:] There is something on 

this from Umm Salamah. 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of 

; 4l4 - ( 

(ra 	 t. axp L5 III 

]1]  The Mukãtab is the slave that has an agreement from his owner to free him for a price. 
121 If the Mukatab deserves some inheritance or he is to be paid some blood money, then 

the portions of these that he is due will depend on the portion of freedom that he has 
purchased from his owner. 
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Ibn 'Abbas is a Hasan Hadith. This - 	- 	- - 	- 	- 	- 
is how it was reported from Yaya L7 	L$f 

bin AN Kathir from 'Ikrimah, from 
Ibn 'Abbas, from the Prophet -- 
Khalid bin A1-Uadh-dha' reported ' 

it from 'Ikrimah, from 'All as his 
saying. 
This is acted upon according to  

- 

some of the people of knowledge 
among the Companions of the 
Prophet 	and others. 

- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- - 
3 	c-& 	J- 	} 

Most of the people of knowledge  
among the Companions of the 
Prophet 	and others said that the 

. 	- 	- 
-i 	LJ 	 J  

Mukatab remains a slave as long as  
he still owes a Dirham. This is the - 
view of Sufyan Ath-ThawrI, Ash- 
Shãfi'i, Ahmad, and Ishaq. 

oA 	: 
Ao: 	LJ, 

1260. 'Amr bin Shu'aib narrated 
from his father, from his grandfather 
that he heard the Messenger of 
Allah 	delivering a Khu;bah in 
which he said: "Whoever gives a writ 
of emancipation to his slave, for one 
hundred Uqiyyah, and he pays it to 
him less ten Uqiyyah," - or he said: 
"Ten Dirham" - "then he becomes 
incapable (of paying the remainder), 
then he remains a slave." (Hasan) 
[Abu 'EIsa said:] This Hadith is 

[Hasan] Ghartb. And this is acted 
upon according to most of the 
people of knowledge among the 
Companions of the Prophet jj and 
others: The Mukatab is a slave as 
long as something remains due 
from him for his Kitabah. 

	

L :Zi t 	- 
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Al-ajjaj bin Artat  reported 
similarly from 'Amr bin Shu'aib. 

rv 	 :L 	 ,) -,.>-1, 

	

ro1:C 	b 	 4iJ 

1261. Umm Salamah narrated that 	 ) 	I1. - 

the Messenger of Allah 	said:  

	

When one of you (women) has a 	-, 	- 	- 	- 
Mukãtab who has with him what 	 J] 3 
will fufill (the Kitabah) then 	-. - - 	 - - , - - - 

observe Hijãb from him." (Hasan) 	
LP 3S 	: 	JJL)  JU 

	

[AbU Isa said:] This Hadith is 	 LI1 	U 
Hasan attih.  And the meaning of 	- 	- 	- 	- 
this Ijadith according to the people  

of knowledge is that of caution. 	 L 	LL 
They say that the Mukatab is not 	- 
freed, even if he has the amount to 	LJ 	: 

pay, until he pays it. 	 ç 	U 	L5 LS 

	

i, (LJl )) rA: 	 o.L...4] 

1-ii  

i LyJ 	 L5 	 ' 

Comments: 	 oy.è j  3L> 

 

- 

If a Mukatab slave has enough money to pay for his freedom, the woman 
master of the slave should observe Hijab from him. The slave is not free until 
he pays the amount in full, though he has enough amount to pay for his 
freedom, so, one should observe Hijab as a precaution as he has the ability to 
get freedom. 

Chapter 36. What Has Been 
Related About When A Man In 
Debt Becomes Bankrupt And 
One's Goods Are Found With 
Him 
1262. Abu Hurairah narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"Whichever person becomes 
bankrupt, and a man finds his 
particular merchandise with him, 
then he is more deserving of it than 
others." (Sahih) 

r- 	 (n ,Jo 

(n zL-_-J0 

:Zi-\YY 
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[He said:] There are narrations on 
this topic from Samurah and Ibn 
'Umar. 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 

AbU Hurairah is a Hasan SaW/i 
1-Iadflh. This is acted upon 
according to some of the people of 
knowledge and it is the view of 
Ash-Shãfi'I, Ahmad, and Isaq. 
Some of the people of knowledge 

said that he is just like one of the 
debtors. This is the view of the 
people of Al-KUfah. 

jp 

. 	 ,-:.,~Ji 	[:3] 
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Comments: 	 .[ 'io :(,) 

According to this narration, if a person becomes bankrupt and he still has 
another person's merchandise with him, the owner of the goods can have his 
stock back because he is the real owner. Three A 'immah, Malik, Shãfi'i, and 
Ahmad, and most of the scholars and people of knowledge among the 
Companions approve of this view. 

Chapter 37. What Has Been 
Related About The Prohibition 
For The Muslim To Give Wine 
To The Dhimmi When 
Bartering With Him 

1263. AbU Al-Waddak narrated 
that AM Sa'eed said: "We had 
some wine that belonged to an 
orphan. When Al-Mã'idah was 
revealed I asked the Messenger of 
Allah 	about it, I said: 'It belongs 
to an orphan.' He said: 'Spill it 
out." (Sahih) 
[He said:] There is something on 

this topic from Anas bin Malik. 
[Abu 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 

ç t 	— (rv J) 

(rv 
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AbU Sa'eed is a Hasan [Sahth] 
Hadith. Similar to this has been 
reported through other routes from 
the Prophet 	. Some of the 
people of knowledge stated 
according to this, they dislike the 
usage of wine for making vinegar. 
And the only thing that they 
disliked about it, and Allah knows 
best, is for a Muslim to have wine 
in his house until it becomes 
vinegar. Some of them permitted 
wine vinegar when it is found that 
it has become vinegar. [AbU Al-
Waddäk's name is Jabr bin Nawf]. 

.iJL 	 /r:,-i 
* 	rvo: 	 r: 	 4, Ao: 

.[\A i:t LJI 
L)i 	

-]L. 
Comments: 

Most of the people of knowledge do not approve of making vinegar from 
wine; they argue that if it had been acceptable why would the Prophet 
order him to spill it out. This point is correct and most of the people act 
according to this. According to Imam AN Uanifah and Imãm Awza'i it is 
approved to make vinegar from wine. (For details see Sahiz Muslim.) 

Chapter 38. 'Fulfill The Trust 
For The One Who Entrusted 
You' 
1264. Abü Hurairah narrated that 
the Prophet 	said: "Fulfill the 
trust for the one who entrusted 
you, and do not cheat the one who 
cheated you." (DaiJ) 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 

Ijasan Gharib. Some of the people 
of knowledge followed this Hadith, 
they said that when something 
beloning to a man is with another 
and he leaves (with it), then he has 
something that belongs to him, he 
may not withhold from him an 
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equivalent to what the other took 	-- 	- -, ft- - - 	 - - - 	- 

of his. 	 ' 

Some of the people of knowledge 	Li 'i 	 Z. 
among the Tãbi'in allowed that. 	- 	-  
This is the view of Sufyãn Ath- 	 -('  

Thawri, he said: "If one man has  
some Dirham that belong to  
another, and the second has some 	' 

Dinar belonging to the first, he  
may not withhold any in place of 	- 	- 	- - 	

- 
his Dirham, unless it so happens 	J  

that he has some Dirham of his, 
then in that case he can withhold 
some of his Dirham equal to what 
he is owed by the first." 

Comments: 
There are different views of different scholars on this issue of Al-Zafar. Al-
Zafar is an issue concerning withholding of money of another person in place 
of one's own money or property which he owes him. 1) According to Imãm 
Shãfi'i one whose amount has been seized by another person, if by chance he 
gets his (the second's) money, he is allowed to deduct equal to his amount 
from the amount he got by chance. 2) The Ahnaf are of the view that if the 
kind of the thing is same then it is allowed to deduct one's due share. Imãm 
Shãfi'i also approves of this view point. 3) It is not allowed to cut one's share 
Without judicial verdict. 4) According to Ibn Uazm, in any case, one should 
cut his due share. It is not only his right but if he does not deduct his amount 
or due share he is a wrong-doer. He must get it or forgive. If he forgives he 
not only saves himself from a crime but also gets the reward from Allah. 
(Tuhfat Al-A hwadht v.2 p.252.) 

Chapter 39. What Has Been 	(r q  
Related About 'The Borrowed  
Is To Be Returned' 	 (S 

1265. AbU Umamah narrated: 
"During the year of the Farewell 
Pilgrimage, I heard the Prophet 

	 : 
saying during the Khu;bah: 'The 
borrowed is to be returned, and the 
guarantor is responsible, and the 
debt is to be repaid." (Ijasan) 
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[Abü 'Eisa said:] There are 
narrations on this topic from 	 '° 

Samurah, Safwan bin Umayyah, 	 j- 
and Anas. [He said:] The Hadith of 	- -, 
AbU Umãmah is aHasan [Ghartb]  
1Iadith. It has also been reported 	 .J'.] 
through other routes besides this 	-- 	 - 	- 	- 	- 

from AbU Umamah, from the 	 Jij [':-?] 
Prophetç. 

* LJI 	 LL-4 

	

-L 
Lr [ro: 	y.11 

Comments: 
This narration proves that it is necessary and essential to return the borrowed 
things. There should not be any delaying tactics in the payment. Making delay 
in return is a moral crime. The guarantor must manage and make sure that 
the tleht ic ri,i1 

1266. Qatadah narrated from Ad-
Hasan, from Samurah, that the 
Prophet t said: "Upon the hand is 
what it took, until it is returned." 
Qatadah said: "Then Al-Hasan 
forgot, so he said: 'It is something 
you entrusted, he is not liable for 
it." Meaning the borrowed 
property. (Dali) 
[Abü Isa said:] This Hadith is 

Ijasan Sahih. Some of the people 
of knowledge, among the 
Companions of the Prophet and 
others, followed this Ijadith. They 
said that the possessor of the 
borrowed thing is liable. This is the 
view of Ash-Shãfi'i and Ahmad. 
Some of the people of knowledge 
among the Companions and others 
said that the possessor of the 
borrowed thing is not liable unless 
there is a dispute. This is the view 
of Sufyãn Ath-Thawri and the 
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people of Al-KUfah, and it is the 
view of Isbaq. 

L 	Uii 	l 	 oL.4] 

..L 	- 	rov: 	 L. 
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Comments: 
A borrowed thing must be returned even if it is damaged or lost 
unintentionally. Though there is no legal responsibility of the borrower as he 
had no intention to damage or loose the borrowed thing. It is his moral duty 
to return or compensate for it. The Ainaf and Maliki have the same point of 
view that it must be returned or compensated in any case. 

Chapter 40. What Has Been 
Related About Hoarding 

1267. Muhammad bin Ibrahim 
narrated from Sa'eed bin Al-
Musayyab, from Ma'mar bin 
'Abdullah bin [Nadlah] who said: 
"I heard the Messenger of Allah 
saying: 'Hoarding is nothing but 
sin." So I (Muhammad) said to 
Sa'eed: "0 AbU Muhammad! You 
hoard?" He said: "And Ma'mar 
would hoard." (Sahih) 
It has only been reported that 

Sa'eed bin A1-Musayyab would 
hoard oil, (camel) fodder, and the 
like. 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] There are 
narrations on this topic from 
'Umar, 'All, AbU Umãmah, and Ibn 
'Umar. The Hadith of Ma'mar is a 
Hasan Sahih Hadith. This is acted 
upon according to the people of 
knowledge, they dislike hoarding 
food, and some of them make a 
concession for hoarding things 
other than food. Ibn Al-Mubärak 
said: "There is no harm in hoarding 
cotton, goat pelts and the like." 
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Comments: 

"Ihtikr" is hoarding. According to Hafiz Ibn Hajar it means to store the 
grains and stop their supply in the market to make the price rise. (TuhfatAl-
A.fwadhi v. 2. p. 253.) Most of the scholars disapprove of hoarding grains but 
are not against the hoarding of other things. The narrator of this narration is 
a Companion of the Prophet . Ma'mar and pupil Sa'eed bin A1-Musayyab 
took this very meaning of this narration, and hoarded olive oil and fodder and 
other items. According to 'Allamah Taqi all Four A 'immah also have the 
same view. (TuhfatAl-Ahwadht v.2. p. 257.) 

Chapter 41. What Has Been 
Related About Selling 
Al-Muhaffalat (Animals That 
Have Not Been Milked) 

1268. Ibn 'Abbas narrated that the 
Prophet 	said: "Do not go out to 
meet the market (caravan), do not 
leave the animals un-milked (to 
deceive the buyer), nor out-spend 
one another." (Hasan) 
[Abü 'Elsa said:] There are 

narrations on this topic from Ibn 
Mas'Ud and AbU Hurairah. The 
Hadith of Ibn 'Abbas is a Hasan 
Sahih Iadith. This is acted upon 
according to the people of 
knowledge, they dislike selling the 
Muhaffalah, and it is the Musarrah 
that has not been milked by its 
owner in days or more than that, so 
the milk accumulates in its udders to 
impress the purchaser. This is a type 
of deceit and misrepresentation. 
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Chapter 42. What Was Been 
Related About The False Oath 
To Deprive The Muslim Of His 
Wealth 
1269. 'Abdullah bin Mas'Ud 
narrated that the Messenger of 
Allah 	said: "Whoever takes a 
false oath to deprive a Muslim of 
his wealth, he will meet Allah while 
He is angry with him." 
Al-Ash'ath bin Qais said: "It is 

about me, by Allah! There was a 
dispute about some land between 
myself and a man from the Jews 
who denied my ownership of it, so 
I took him to the Pophet jLt,. the 
Messenger of Allah 	said to me: 
'Do you have any proof?' I said: 
'No.' So he said to the Jew: 'Take 
an oath.' I said: '0 Messenger of 
Allah! If he takes an oath then my 
property will be gone!' So Allah, 
Most High revealed: Verily those 
who purchase a small gain at the 
cost of Allah's Covenant and their 
oaths... until the end of the 
Ayah" 11  (aiiz) 

[AbU 'Elsa said:] There are 
narrations on this topic from Wã'il 
bin Uujr, AbU Musa, AbU Umãmah 
bin Tha'labah Al-AnsãrI, and 'Imrãn 
bin Husain. The Hadith of Ibn 
Mas'ud is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 

L 1iLJI 6.J1 

U.Js, 	rtr:C rA: 	Yro1: 
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111 Al 'Imran 3:77. 
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Comments: 
This narration is a proof that if there is a dispute between two persons the 
claimant has to produce two witnesses in his favor, and if he fails to produce, 
the respondent will take an oath, and the decision will be given on the oath of 
the respondent, whether he swore a true oath or false. 

fl[ 	,iji 	I 

Y-I Oj)j r/o:af.J 	 lo: 	. J) Jl 	I 
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i.napter '. vvnai nas iseen 
Related About When The Buyer 
And Seller Disagree 

1270. Ibn Mas'Ud narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"When the two parties (in a deal) 
disagree then the seller's statement 
is taken as valid, and the purchaser 
retains the option." (Hasan) 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 

Mursal. 'Awn bin 'Abdullãh did not 
see Ibn Mas'Ud. This Hadith has 
also been reported from Al-Qasim 
bin 'Abdur-Rahman, from Ibn 
Mas'Ud, from the Prophet 4Lt,f. But 
that is also Mursal. 

[AbU 'Eisa said:] [Islaq] Ibn 
MansUr said: "I said to Ahmad: 
what if when the two parties 
disagree and there is no proof (what 
is done)?' He said: 'The saying of 
the owner of the merchandise is 
taken as valid or they both refuse.' 
And Isaq said as he did, and that 
in every case where his saying is 
taken, he must swear." 
[AbU 'Eisa said:] Similar to this has 

been reported from some of [the 
people of knowledge among] the 
Tãbi'in, Shuraih is among those. 
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Comments: 
The basic cause of dispute is not clear in this narration. Disagreement of the 
parties was on the commodity itself, or on its price, or on some condition put on 
it. Many of the scholars generalize the application of this narration. This 
narration is applicable to all kinds of disputes, and according to 'Allämah Ibn 
Qudamah, if someone has no witness, then both of the parties will take an oath. 

Chapter 44. What Has Been 
Related About Selling Surplus 
Water 

1271. AbU A1-Minhãl narrated  
from Iyas bin 'Abd Al-Muzani who 	- 	 - 	- 
said: "The Prophet 4b,F prohibited  

selling water." (aiiz) 

	

[He said:] There are narrations on 	 - 	 - 
this topic from Jabir, Buhaisah 
from her father, Abü Hurairah,L 	 L 	[:Jul 
'Aishah, Anas, and 'Abdullãh bin 	- - 	- - 	 - 	- 
'Amr. 	 i rJ di 0 &r LSJ ' 

	

[AbU 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 	 . 
Iyas is a Ijasan Sa/z1/i 1Iadith. This  
is acted upon according to most of 
the people of knowledge; they 	,jI 	JA 
dislike selling water. This is the 	- 	- 	 -, 	- 
view of Ibn Al-Mubãrak, Ash- 	çiL,fl c  
Shafi'i Ahmad and Ishaq. Some of 	- - - 	- LJi.  
the people of knowledge permitted -.,  
selling water, Al-Hasan Al-BasrI is 	ji,J.aiI J 	 i-1 
one of them. 	 - 	- 	- 

rtvA:, PWI 	:L .,.Ji  

* 1U/ 	\V:: 3L- 	l, ot:C .)j).JI 3. 4 J 

[/:,..ii 	,JiI] 	.i, ['VS: 	I] 	[V':] 

.['flv: 	)jlJ.Jij 	V 4 /'  
Comments: 	 - - 

Some of the scholars, in the context of this narration have taken the word 
'water' in its entirety to mean water of all kinds, and in all senses, and they 
have prohibited its sale. According to Ibn Hazm and Imam Shawkãni, sale of 
water is unlawful. The correct sense of the word 'water' in this narration 
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seems to be the water which is free for all, and no one has to toil for bringing 
it up to the place of use. But the water brought from far off places by rented 
transport or by other means with an expenditure on it, can be sold. (For 
details see NaylAl-Awtãr v. 5. p.  259.) 

1272. Abü Hurairah narrated that  
the 	Prophet 	said: 	"Do 	not - 	- 	- 	- 
withhold surplus water so that it is 

 

prevented from the pasture." Lil 	3.i 	) 	:jU 	31 
(Sahih) - 	- 
[Abu 'EIsa said:] This Hadith is 

HasanSahih. -It L 	u 	{:,_ 	3tJ 
[AbU Al-Munhal's name 	is - 

'Abdur-Rahman bin Mu1'im, he is 
from A1-KUfah, and he is the one Ji4JI 
that Habib bin Abi Thabit reports  

iI from. AbU A]-Munhal Sayyar bin L 	 $i 

Salamah is from Al-Basrah, he is  
the companion of Abu Barzah Al- - 	- 	- 	- 	- - - 	- 
Miami.]  

3, 	iJl 	LJi 	 ;tL.JI 

&A Yror:C  

Comments: 
One who has a well or source of water near a pasture, he is not allowed to 
put restrictions on his surplus water. He should allow the people to use the 
water for their animals and domestic needs. 

Chapter 45. What Has Been 
Related About It Being 
Disliked To Sell The Sperm Of 
A Stallion 

i 	- (o 

(o:H)
,
j.p 

1273. Ibn 'Umar narrated: "The 
Prophet 	prohibited studding the 
stallion." (Sahih) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from AbU Hurairah, 
Anas, and AM Weed. 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 

Ibn 'Umar is a Hasan Sahih Ijadith. 
This is acted upon according to 
some of the people of knowledge. 
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There are those who made a 	 -- - - 	- 	- 
concession for accepting an 	 LS JJ 

honorarium for that.  

Jifl • 	L 

[ 1VV: 	)LJi] 

.{ il VA: 	/V:)L.J] 
Comments: 	 - 

In the view of Imam AbU Hanifah, Imam Shãfi'i and Imãm Ahmad, the 
owner of the male animal is not allowed to take money or rent it out for 
mating purposes. In the view of Imäm Mãlik this is prohibited only because it 
is against the general welfare of the community. Norms of a civilized society 
do not allow receiving money for such purposes. 

1274. Anas bin Malik narrated: "A 44 	 V  
man from (the tribe of) Kilãb - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

 Jt 
asked the Messenger of Allah 
about studding a stallion and he - 	) 
prohibited 	it. 	So 	he 	said: 	'0 - 	 - 	- 	- 

ç4 Messenger of Allah! We stud the 
stallions so that we get honorarium JL  
(from the owners of the female - 	- 	 - 	- - 
horse)!' So he permitted it for the 

 honorarium." (Sahih)  
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is - 	5.  

Hasan Gharib, we do not know of 
it except as a narration of Ibrahim -, 	- 	- 	- 

	

L=- 	L 	L .Jul 
bin Humaid, from Hisham bin -- 	-; -. 	- 
'Urwah. 1 	y- 

Ji) 	i 1V1: r  1\• /:LJ 

Comments: -'  

If some gift is given to the owner of the male animal, it can be accepted. 
Giving a gift is not a compulsion nor is this a fee for the male. This view is 
considered the correct view. 

Chapter 46. What Has Been - 	t. 	- (t i 
Related About The Price Of A - 	- 	- -' 
Dog 
1275. Rafi' bin Khadij narrated  
that the Messenger of Allah 
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said: "The earnings of the cupper is 
filth, the earnings of the fornicator 

-, 	- 	.------ 	 - 

(from harlotry) is filth, and the 
price of a dog is filth." (ahih)  
[He said:] There are narrations on ' 	-) 	'- 	'• 	' 

this topic from 'Umar, ['All], Ibn  
Mas'Ud, [AbU Mas'Ud], Jãbir, AN 
Hurairah, Ibn 'Abbãs, Ibn 'Umar,  

- 	 - 	 - 

and 'Abdullãh bin Ja'far. • , [L] 	 J [:j] 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] The Ijadith of - - 

- 

Rãfi' is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. This -&A 	j 	j 	-j 	 sL] 
is acted upon according to most of 
the people of knowledge, they 

- 	ft 	 - 	 - 	- - 

disliked the price of a dog. This is  
the view of Ash-Shãfi'l, Ahmad, ' 	- 	 - 

- 	- - 	 - 	- - 

and Ishaq. Some of the people of ' 

knowledge permitted the price of J,i  	J 
the hunting dog.  

3i 	r 1I 	ljl,-j 	LJ&Z 	UL-.J 	 :. 

[v 1/v:*1 i 	IJ Jl 	, * 	 b.- 

{tM: 	)1 , [1/1:).Ji, 	'IA:C 	4iL- 
 411.J 	[olA/r 	:..5t..JI1 	i,_ 	4LLc 	[000V: 	Y/i:k_j'JI 

Comments: 
1, 

 
.rr/T: ~J 

Fornication is one of the greatest sins and the earnings of a fornicator is 
unanimously agreed upon as unlawful. The earnings of the soothsayer are also 
unlawful. 

1276. AbU Mas'Ud Al-Ansãri 
narrated: "The Messenger of Allah 

ç prohibited the price of a dog, 
the earnings of the fornicator (from 
harlotry), and the news of the 
fortune-teller."111 (Sahih) 
This Hadith is Hasan Sahih. 

:i-v- 

IJJ 	j 

(1] This Hadith preceded, no. 1133. 
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e 

J. 	J :J 

r 

Ji 	 L 	LJ 	-tj 

)U 	o r i -t 	 i Li 	o1V:C L;J! 

Chapter 47. What Has Been 
Related About The Earnings Of 
The Cupper 

1277. Ibn Muhayysah of Banü 
Hãrithah narrated from his father, 
that he sought permission from the 
Prophet 	to take the wages for 
cupping and he ii  forbade him 
from it. He continued asking him 
and seeking his permission until he 
said: "Use it to give fodder to your 
water-carrying camels, and to feed 
your slaves." (aiiz) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from Rafi' bin Khadij, 
AM Jubaifah, Jãbir, and As-Sã'ib 
[bin Yazid]. 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 
Muhayyisah is a 1Iasan [ahiz] 
Hadith. This is acted upon 
according to some of the people of 
knowledge. Ahmad said: "If I am 
asked for something by the cupper 
then I deny him, acting upon this 
ladith.  

(vA,:) rtT 

riyy: 	.._.S 13j13 _V1 L- 

() 	V t/ : 	 .L3L 
j 

sr: 	rv/r: 	-fl 	-, 	 L.Jl] 

,fl,- 
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Chapter 48. What Has Been 
Related About Permitting The 
Earnings Of A Cupper 

1278. Anas narrated: "The 
Messenger of Allah was cupped; 
AbU Taibah did the cupping. So he 
ordered that he be given two a' of 
food, and he spoke to his masters 
to reduce his taxes. He said: 'The 
most virtuous of what you treat 
with is cupping.' Or, he said: 'The 
best of your treatements is 
cupping." (aaziz) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from 'All, Ibn 'Abbas, 
and Ibn 'Umar. 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 
Anas is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
Some of the people of knowledge 
among the Companions of the 
Prophet 4t, and others permitted 
paying the cupper. This is the view 
of Ash-Shãfi'i. 

(A ;!,-J 1) çtA.JI 

IYVA 

:JrJl i 
-- j y 	kJ JJI 	J) 

L 	:J 

LI 	3)) S 

.Ji 

	

\OVY: 	 -i 

	

iI] 5L 	LlI 	*auJJ 	 31°1: 	JJ 

Comments: 	
: JLJl 

According to Imam Nawaw! most of the people of knowledge among the 
Companions of the Prophet 	and their followers have allowed one to adopt 
this profession. According to some, a free man should not adopt this 
profession but a slave is allowed. 

Chapter 49. What Has Been .  t. Jt - U ° 
Related About The Price Of A 

(t 	ii) 	Jj Dog And A Cat 

1289. Jãbir narrated: "The Messenger 	 - "v 
of Allah 	prohibited the price of 
the dog and the cat." (aiiz) 
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[Abu 'Elsa said:] There is some 
confusion (Idtirab) in the chain for 

- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	-, 

this Hadith. [The price of a cat is • . 	 4 
not correct]. This Hadith has been 
reported from A1-A'mash, from 

- 	 - 	- i 	JU] 

some of his companions, from 
Jãbir, 	and they caused some 
confusion for Al-A'mash in this  

- 	- - 

narration. - 	J- 	-- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

	

YJ-i 	J 	LJ There are those among the people - - 	- - 	- 	- 
of knowledge who disliked the - 	-- 
price of a cat, and some of them - 	- 	- 	- 	-- 	- - ' 	 3 permitted it. This is the view of 
Abmad and Isbaq. It has been ji 	l- J 
reported from Ibn Al-Fudail, from  - 	- 	-, 
A1-A'mash, from Abü Hazim, from 
AbU Hurairah from the Prophet  

, through other than this route. - 
rvs: 	 :L 

, I .i;- 

L.A:.Jij 	5 Ji 	k4JIjj 	•1'r 	L5l.c A' : 	 ü 

Comments: 
Some Companions of the Prophet 	and their followers have disapproved of 
accepting the price of a cat. Most of the scholars and all Four A 'immah 
consider this prohibition just a counsel and caution and no more. Taking the 
price of a cat is allowed but it is against good manners and politeness. 

1280. Jabir narrated: "The 	i- :) ) 	- 
Messenger of Allah 4t prohibited 	- 	- 	- 
eating the cat and from its price." 	 -- 
(Sahih) 	 :3 
[Abü 'Eisa said:] This Hadith is 	 - 

Gharib. We do not know of any  
major (known) narrators who 	 1 {: 	;t 
reports from 'Umar bin Zaid (one 	-- - 	- - - 
of the narrators) besides 'Abdur- 	Lii 	i 	 ) 
Razzaq. 	 - - 

: 	 L 	:L 	I  
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Chapter 50. Permission  
Regarding The Price Of A  

Hunting Dog (a. 	2Ji) 	[.aJ 

1281. Abu A]-Muhazzim narrated : ..4 	ii- -IV AI 
from AbU Hurairah who said: "The - 	- 
price of a dog was prohibited, ' 
except for the hunting dog." (Da'iJ) Y:j 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is - - 

not correct from this route. AbU 4c 
Al-Muhazzim's name is Yazid bin [: 

Sufyan, and Shu'bah bin Al-Hajjaj - 	- 
criticized him [and graded him - Y I J 	I 	la. 
weak]. Similar to this has been . 	i± 
reported from Jäbir, from the  

Prophet, but its chain is also not Cj 	[] 
correct.  JLZ, 	at 

Comments: 
See the discussion about the weakness of this narration and the person who 
seconds it. (See ZadAl-Ma'ad v. 5. p. 682-685.) 

Chapter 51. What Has Been ti 	i 	i.  
Related About It Being - 	 - 
Disliked To Sell Singers  

1282. AbU Umãmah narrated that ) 	t.- 	: 	- 
the Messenger of Allah 	J said:  
"Do not sell the (slave) female  

singers, nor purchase them, nor JL 
teach them (to sing). And there is -- 	 - 	- 	. - 	- 

'i-' no good in trading in them, and . 
their prices are unlawful. It was 
about the likes of this that this - 	- 	- 
Ayah was revealed: And among c/ 	''L9 o j 
mankind is he who purchases idle 

 talk to divert from the way of - - - 	- - 
Allah." 11 	(Da'iJ)  L 

[He said:] 	There 	is 	narration  
about this from 'Umar bin Al- 

Luqman 31:6. 
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Khattäb. 	 - -, - 	- 
[Abü 'Elsa said:] We only know of 

	L J] 

the Hadith of AbU Umamah, like 	 i jti] 
this, from this route. Some of the 	- - 	- 	-. 	 - 
people of knowledge have 	 '-' 
criticized 'All bin Yazid (one of the  
narrators) and graded him weak,  

and he is from Ash-Sham. 

U 	* 	.;js.* 	'.,- 
.[AV: 	vr/  

Comments: 	 - 
'Qaynah' means female singer. Here it means the slave girl who is a singer. As 
music and singing is prohibited, therefore, buying and selling a singing slave 
girl is also prohibited, otherwise the buying or selling of slaves is allowed. 
(Tuhfat Al-A hwadhi. v.2. p.  259.) 

Chapter 52. What Has Been 
Related About It Being 
Disliked To Separate Brothers, 
And A Mother And Her Child 
In Sales 

1283. AbU Ayyub narrated: "I 
heard the Messenger of Allah 
saying: 'Whoever seperates a 
mother from her child, Allah 
seperates him and his most beloved 
on the Day of Judgement." 
(Hasan) 
[Abü 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 

Hasan Gharib. 

çLo lJ- 1W  

Comments:  

Relatives, like two brothers, a brother and sister, mother and her child; have 
very deep and strong feelings of love for each other. They are mutually 
interdependent, so it is not approved to separate them by selling one of them 
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or giving one of them as a gift. When they are able to live independently, then 
it is allowed to sell them. 

1284. 'All narrated: "The 	 ji 	- 
Messenger of Allah j  gave me 	- 	 - 	- 
two boys who were brothers, so I  
sold one of them, and the 	- 	- 	 - 
Messenger of Allah 	said to me:  
O 'Ali! What happened to your 	L*j 

boy?' So I informed him, and he 	 - - 	- 	 - 
said: 'Return him, return him."  

(a'/) 	 Li 
[Abü 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is  

- 	 - 	))) :J 	 J L Ilasan Ghanb. Some of the people 
of knowledge among the 
Companions of the Prophet 	and 	- 	- 	- 	- 
others, disliked separating between  

the captives when selling them. 	 I 
Some of the people of knowledge 	 - 	- 	 -' 

permitted separating the children  
that were born in the land of Islam, 
but the first view is more correct. It 	- 	 - - —. 
has been related that Ibrahim An- 	3 	L5 	 U 

Nakha'I seperated a mother and 
her child in a sale, so he was asked 	- 	- - 	- 	- -. 	- 
about that. He said: "I sought her 	 .)j 	 J1 JiI 
permission for that and she 	- -- - -- - - - - 
approved." 	 ' 	

I 

L 	:Ji 	U L J 

L 

>-L 
i 	I5 	 i/JI 	 L- 	- 

Y/:,a.JI n .- 	riS -i: 	.,I. 

Comments: 
It is correct that a mother and her child or two brothers should not be 
separated by selling one of them, or giving one of them as gift to someone 
since they are interdependent. Separation may cause severe problems for 
them. Some of the scholars say that they can be separated if there is need for 
it. When they reach the age of maturity they can be separated. (Tuhfat Al-
Ahwadhi v. 2. p.  259-260.) 
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Chapter 53. What Has Been 
Related About Someone Who 
Purchases A Slave And He 
Profited From Him, Then He 
Found A Defect In Him 

6. U Lt - (or 

(or 

1285. 'Aishah narrated that the  
Messenger of Allah 	judged: 	 - 
"The produce is for the responsible 	 c-J 
one." (Hasan) 	 - 	- 	 - - 

:7 	 Li 

	

[AbO 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 	- - 	- 	- 	-, 	- 
Hasan [Sahih]. This Hadith has 	3 L 	4 JJLJ  3i 
been reported through routes other  
than this, and this is acted upon 	 - 	- 	- 
according to the people of  
knowledge.  

Li 

L5 

4-1 

TT iT,- 	, 	t o 	 ro.A:C 

1286. 'Aishah narrated: "The 
Prophet 	judged that the 
produce is for the responsible 
one." (Hasan) 
[He said:] This Hadith is [Hasan] 

Sahih, Gharib as a Hadith of 
Hishãm bin 'Urwah (a narrator). 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] Muslim bin 

Khälid Az-Zanji reported this 
Hadith from Hishãm, from 'Urwah. 
Jarir reported it from Hishãm as 
well. It is said that the narration of 
Jarir has Tad/is in it, that Jarir 
commited the Tad/is; he did not 
hear it from Hisham bin 'Urwah. 
As for the meaning of "the 

produce is for the responsible 
one," he is the man who purchased 
the slave then the slave produced 
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for him, and he found some defect 
in him so he returned him to the 
seller. Then the produce (of his 
work) is the purchaser's. In cases 
similar to this, the produce is for 
the responsible one. 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] Muhammad bin 

Ismä'il called this Hadith Gharib, as 
a narration of 'Umar bin 'Al! (one 
of the narrators). [I said: "Do you 
think that he committed Tadlis?" 
He said: "No."] 

i 	Lii 	3• 	'L4 	ii 'Y' Lc 

L J i 	U 

-L 	I, Y-1 	Jul 

['J 	:i 

i ro\. 	'Li 	Y1 
iJI, 	 \t:C 3L- 	1Yt:C j,JI I 
Yr: 	-L 	,-,,-I 	 (...L. LL- aJ 	3LJ 

.ro\. : 

Chapter 54. What Has Been 
Related About The Permission 
For Eating Fruit For The 
Passerby 

1287. Ibn 'Umar narrated that the 
Prophet jj$r, said: "Whoever enters 
an orchard then let him eat, but 
not take any in his garment." 
(Da'ij) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from 'Abdullah bin 'Amr, 
'Abbad bin Shurahbll, Räfi' bin 
'Amr, 'Umair the freed slave of 
Abi Al-Lalm, and AbU Hurairah. 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of 

Ibn 'Umar is a Gharib Hadith. We 
do not know of it from this route 
except from Yalya bin Sulaim. 
Some of the people of knowledge 
have permitted the wayfarer to eat 
from the fruits, and some of them 
disliked it without paying. 
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L 	 iUit 

351.0 i 	/ :J 	 oS/ :J 

j L y] 	 Lc. j  [\A4 :L]  

Ji 	i 	 , Y t 

Comments: 
	 - yI 	, [r/o 

It depends on the custom of the area. In some areas, the owner of a garden 
allows the passerby to eat the fruit of his garden that has fallen from the 
trees, and in case someone is hungry, he is allowed to pick from the tree and 
eat. In some areas it is strictly prohibited by the owners. No one can have 
anything from the garden. In the areas where it is prohibited, first one should 
seek permission, and then take some fruit to eat. If the fruit is taken and 
eaten without prior permission, it is necessary to pay for it. According to 
Imam Ahmad if there is no fence around the garden it is permitted to take 
the fruit from there. (TuhfatAl-Ahwadhi v. 2. p.261.) 

1288. Räfi' bin 'Amr said: "I was 
throwing stones at a date-palm 
belonging to some of the Anar.t11  
They took me along with them to 
the Prophet 4b,F. He said: '0 Rafi'! 
Why were you throwing stones at 
their date-palm?" He said: "I said: 
'Out of hunger, 0 Messenger of 
Allah!' He said: 'Do not throw 
stones at them, eat what falls. May 
Allah fill you and quench your 
thirst." (Da'J) 
This Hadith is Hasan Gharib 

Sahih. 

Comments: 
It appears from this narration that a hungry person should be allowed to eat 
the fallen fruit from the garden, and in case of severe hunger he should be 
allowed to pick from the trees as is clear from the next narration. 

[1] He was throwing stones at it to get its fruits to fall so he could eat them. See 'Awn Al-
WNW by Al-'Azimabädi. 
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1289. 'Amr bin Shu'aib narrated 	- 	- - 	- - - 	.  from his father, from his 	- 
grandfather, that the Prophet 
was asked about hanging fruits (on 	 - - 	- - 	- 
the trees), so he said: "Whoever is 	 J 	iI 	JI L) 

in need and picks some of it  
without taking any in his garment, 	- 	-. -- 	 - - 
then there is no sin upon him." 	 5- 
(Hasan)  • iL 	y 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. 

.kaJiL i,iI L J.aUl J lz ,.i  

Chapter 55. What Has Been 
Related About The Prohibition 
From Making Exceptions 

	
(o) 

1290. JAbir narrated: "The 	:Ii1I 3j,i 	 - 
Messenger of Allah it prohibited 	' -, 	-- 	r 	- 	' - 
Al-Muiaqalah, Al-Muzabanah, Al- 	 LU i 

Mukhabarah, and making an 
exception (in a sale) unless it is 	-- 	- 	- 	- 
made known." (Sahih) 	 AiJ4Jl 	i 	I J,L 31 :A 

[AbU 'Eisa said:] This Hadith is  
Ijasan Sazih, Gharib from this 	 - - 
route as a narration of YUnus bin  

'Ubaid, from 'Ata', from Jãbir. 	 Jl 

LJI 	 L 't'1 	1rv: 	S1/Y:)L.Jl 

Comments: 
"Al-Muhaqalah" is selling un-harvested grain in the field in exchange for 
harvested grain like wheat. "Al-Muzabanah" is selling an estimated amount of 
fresh dates on the tree for dried dates that are measured, or the same for 
grapes. "Al-Mukhabarah" is renting land in exchange for a portion of its 
produce. Making an exception in a sale means to make an exception for one 
item among those purchased, without telling the purchaser that seller did not 
include that item, or the like. 
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Chapter 56. What Has Been 
Related About It Being 
Disliked To Sell Food Until It 
Has Been Acquired 

1291. Ibn 'Abbas narrated that the 
..._1. "117L..-.,.-._ k....., riopliel 	stiu; 	vvnuvci 	uuys 

food, then he is not to sell it until 
- 

Y 
he takes possession of it." Ibn :5 
'Abbas 	said: 	"All 	things 	are 
considered 	the 	same 	(in 	this  

- 	- 	-_ 

regard)." (Sahih) : 
[He said:] There are narrations on  

this topic from Mir, Ibn 'Umar 4.c. 	JJ 	y 	 j 	[:J] 

[and Abü Hurairah].  
[Abu 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of 

Ibn 	is a Hasan SahIh  
- - 	- 	 - 	- 

'Abbas 
7-I diL a 	. -, 	 - 	- 	- 	- 	- 

4 	L) 

(.L))yjJ LL ., t (y4J 

L)t 	J 4 	L 	 • lj Js 

3 	ii 	35U . 

Comments: 
Some Sahih narrations also support the view of Ibn 'Abbas, that until and 
unless the complete possession of a thing is obtained it should not be sold. So 
this is a correct view that the thing should be sold only when the complete 
possession is obtained. 
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Chapter 57. What Has Been . 	- 	- 

	

t4 	. 	- (oy 	Jj) Related About The Prohibition 
Of Selling Over The Sale Of (ov 	JI) 	4...-1  
One's Brother - 	- 
1292. Ibn 'Umar narrated that the  
Messenger of Allahii said: "None - 	- 	- 	- 
of you is to sell over the sale of 

:JIJ 

others, nor to propose over the J2 
- 	- 	- proposal of others." (Saathz) 

[He said:] There are narration on .5 

this topic topic from AbU Hurairah and 
LJ 	 [:j] 

Samurah. - 	- 	- 
[AbU 'Eisa said:] The Hadith of 

Ibn 'Umar is a Hasan Sahth Hadith. 
And it has been reported from the - 	- 	- 	 - 

"Do Prophet 	that he said: 	not  

haggle in competition with your 
- 	

,L 
brother's 	haggling." 	And 	the -" -- 	- 
meaning of sale in this Ijadith of -" 	- 	' 	 J 

the Prophet 	, according to some  j 
of the people of knowledge is to  

haggle. 

[A/ 	-L Iii 	 LJI 
Comments: 

When two parties have reached an agreement on price of a commodity, the 
third one should not enter the deal to offer less or more. Similarly, in the case 
of proposals of betrothals, it is not allowed to propose over the proposal of 
others. (TuhfatAl-Ahwadhiv. 2. p.  306-307.) 

Chapter 58. What Has Been - (OA 	
. - 	- - Related About The Sale Of . 

Wine And The Prohibition Of (a" 	i) 	U 	J 3;.j 	3I 

That 

1293. Anas narrated from Abu  

Talhah that he said: "0 Prophet of '- 	- 	. 	- 	5t 

Allah! I had purchased some wine - 
for the orphans under my care. He 
said: 'Spill out the wine, and break  ! 	1 	:J 	4.I 
the jugs." (azii) 
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[He said:] There are narrations on 	- 	-  

	

this topic from Jãbir, 'Aishah, Abü 	:J 	 r 	r°- 
Seed,  Ibn Mas'üd, Ibn 'Umar, 
and Arias.  

	

[Abti 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 	4JJjJ.- 	 ), [:J1 - 

	

Abti Talliah, Ath-Thawri reported 	. 

	

this Hadith from As-Suddi, from 	- 	- - 	- 	- - - - 

	

Yaya bin 'Abbãd, from Anas: 	 L? 	 I Jl] 

"That AbU Talhah was with him" 

	

and this is more correct than the 	 -- - -, 	- 
narration of Al-Laith (no. 1293).  

[ 	qv: L] ,.- 	, * 	 yj 

) 	 [1r:.1 L. 	[oA.:C 

	

:t] 	[r IV i: 	)I 	, fl• 	l 

Comments: 
Manufacturing, selling and purchasing and dealing in wine in any form is 
unlawful. It is unanimously agreed upon. According to Imãm AbU Uanifah 
business of wine through a Dhimmi disbeliever is approved, but this is not the 
correct view. (A1-Mughni v. 6. p.320) 

Chapter 59. The Prohibition To 
Use Wine To Make Vinegar 

1294. Arias bin Malik narrated: "I 
asked the Messenger of Allah : 
'Can wine be used for vinegar?' He 
said: 'No." (Sahih) 
[Abti 'EIsa said:] This ladith is 

Hasan Sahih. 

L; 

¶'5 	 : 

•i)) :Ji 

3U 	- 	\0Ar: 	J Ji J1 	L 

r vo :C 
Comments: 	 - 

In view of the three A 'immah and most of the scholars, it is not allowed to 
prepare vinegar from wine by some artificial methods, but if wine becomes 
vinegar by itself naturally it will be lawful and can be used. According to 
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Imam AbU Uanifah and Imãm Awzã'i and Laith preparing vinegar from wine 
by an artificial method is approved. We have not found any Sa,zii narration 
infavor of this view. 

1295. Anas bin Malik narrated: 
-- 

:J  
"The Messenger of Allah li cursed - 	- 	• 	- - 

ten involved with wine: The one  

who presses it, the one who has it 1 	:3 	JJ 

the one it is carried to, its server,  
pressed, its drinker, its carrier, and  

its seller, the consumption of its j 
price, the one who purchases it and - 	 - 	- 

the one it was purchased for." j L 	JSj 

(Ilasan)  L 	 J ] 

- 

. 
	

. 

	

- 	- - 

---- ----------- ------ -- 

	

[Abu 	Eisa said:] This Hadith is This - 	 - 

Gharib as a narration of Anas. 
------------ 

Similar to this has been reported  
from Ibn 'Abbas, Ibn Mas'Ud, and 
Ibn 'Umar, from the Prophet jL&. 

JJ Y VVO. 

/t:ç...Jlj 	rvt: 	jL.,.- 	i. 	r1/:.,. -i] 	3l  

.[Wt : 	,i)] r \ \r/\ 	) 	 [to 

Comments: 
This narration proves that the wine and its related business, and any kind of 
involvement in this business, is strictly disapproved. Verse no. 2 of Sürat Al-
Ma 'idah "...Do not help one another in sin and transgression." is a another 
proof of the disapproval and unlawfulness. 

Chapter 60. What Has Been 	*- ) 	U Li. - (1' 
Related About Milking 	 - 	- 	-, • 	 - 	-, 
Livestock Without Permission 	' 	 ) 	j 
Of The Owners 

1296. Samurah bin Jundab 
narrated that the Prophet 	said: 
"When one of you comes upon 
livestock, if its owner is with it then 
seek his permission. If he permits 
him then let him milk it and drink. 
If there is no one with it then call 
out three times, if someone 
answers then seek his permission. 

JAI t~ 

i. 	.4 L) 

ç°J 	 44: :i 
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If no one answers then let him milk 	,. - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 
• . 	. 	 • 	 L- 	kl'- 	 'Li 	jaJ it and drink without carrying (any 	 - 
of it away)." (a'/) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 	 - 	 - 

this topic from [Ibn] 'Umar and 	- 
AbüSa'eed. Ij Ull L [:j] 
[Abü 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 	- - 	- 	- 	- 	 - 

Samurah is a Hasan Gharib Sahih 
Hadith. This is acted upon 	i. 	 Jul 
according to some of the people of 	- 	- 	-, 	 - 
knowledge, and it is the view of 
Ahmad and Isaq. 	 çJ*. 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] 'All bin Al 	 - 	- - 

Madini said: "It is correct that Al- 
Hasan heared this from Samurah." 	 : 
Some of the people of Hadith 	- - 	 - - 	- - - 
criticized the narrations of Al 	i, 	I 
Hasan from Samurah, they said 	- 	- 	'- 	- 	- 	- - 
that he only narrated from a 
writing of Samurah. 

J J..JI 	j :U 	L yl 

:; 	 cdLL 

* 	 A/o:fl 	 1j 

Comments: 	
: 	.L 	[AV:i] 	 L3i 

This kind of practice depends on the customary norms of the area. If 
according to the practice of the area it is allowed, then one can drink the milk 
of the animal in the absence of the owner, but in view of most of the scholars 
if the practice of the area does not allow that, then one can use the milk but 
he will pay for it. In the view of Imãm Ahmad and Ishaq, there is no need to 
pay the price if three calls have been uttered aloud. (Tuhfat Al-A hwadhi v. 2. 
p.264.) 

Chapter 61. What Has Been 	 - 	U - (i 
Related About Selling Skins Of 	- 	- 	- 

Dead Animals And Idols 	 j '  

1297. Jãbir bin 'Abdullah narrated 
that during the Year of the 
Conquest, while he was in Makkah, 
he heard the Messenger of Allah 
saying: "Indeed Allah and His 

"- 
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Messenger made unlawful the sale 
4i 	: of wine, dead carcasses, the pig, and . 	J• 	Y)J 

idols." They said: "0 Messenger of :i 
Allah! What about the fat of  
carcasses? For indeed it is used to ..fl 	 !4 

coat the ships, skins are oiled with it, 
and people use it for lamps?" He 
said: "No. It is unlawful." Then, with  
that, the Messenger of Allah MJ said: ft 

:U 	Lii 	4j1 JL 	Ji 
"May Allah fight (curse) the Jews! 
Indeed Allah made the fat unlawful - 	c 

for them, they melted it, sold it, and '--c 
consumed its price." (aziz) 
[He said:] There are narrations on ij 	i L 	[3d] 
this topic from 'Umar and Ibn 
'Abbas.  

[AbU 'Eisa said:] The Hadith of ii 	Ji 
Jãbir is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. This - 

1iJI is acted upon according to the 
people of knowledge. 

[ioA Y 	 YYYr: 	JI] , 	\oA': 

: 	•l] 
Comments: 

Unlawfulness of the sale of dead carcasses, pigs and idols is unanimously 
agreed upon. According to three A 'immah Malik, Ahmad, and Shãfi'i dead 
carcasses and wine are unlawful due to their filthiness; therefore, the sale of 
anything filthy is unlawful and strictly prohibited. 

Chapter 62. What Has Been 
Related About It Being 
Disliked To Take Back One's 
Gift 
1298. Ibn 'Abbas, [may Allah be 
pleased with them], narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"Ours is not a bad example: The 
one who takes back his gift is like 
the dog who takes back his vomit." 
(Sahih) 
[He said:] On this topic, there is 

the narration from Ibn 'Umar from 

LA I 

3) 	, 9_ 
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the Prophet ç  that he said: "It is 
not lawful for anyone that has 
given a gift to take it back, except 
for a father who gives something to 
his son." 

1299. 'Amr bin Shu'aib narrated 
that he heard Twus narrating 
from Ibn 'Umar and Ibn 'Abbts, 
and they both narrated this Ijadith 
from the Prophet 	. (a Ijadith 
similar to no. 1298) ($ahih) 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of 

Ibn 'Abbas, [may Allah be pleased 
with them], is a Hasan Sahih 
Ijadith. This Uadith is acted upon 
according to some of the people of 
knowledge among the Companions 
of the Prophet 	They said 
whoever gives a gift to a closely 
related relative, then he is not to 
take back his gift. And whoever 
gives a gift to someone other than 
a close relative, then he may take it 
back as long as it has not been 
reciprocated. This is the view of 
Ath-Thawri. Ash-Shäfi'I said: "It is 
not lawful for any that has given a 
gift to take it back except for what 
the father gave to his son." Ash-
Shafi'I argued with the Ijadith of 
'Abdullah bin 'Umar from the 
Prophet 	: "It is not lawful for 
anyone that has given a gift to take 
it back, except for a father who 
gives something to his son." 

[:Jul 
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04 	 L LiI 	 [uAa LJ] 

4.S: 	tJi 	I, 	3L,.- 	i 

:'1 	 iJ 

Chapter 63. What Has Been 
Related About Al-'Arãyã And 
the Permission For That 

1300. Ibn 'Umar narrated from 
Zaid bin Thãbit that the Prophet 

prohibited Al-Muzaqalah and 
Al-Muzãbanah, except that he 
permitted those who practice Al-
'Araya to sell it for a like 
estimation. (Sahih) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from AbU Hurairah and 
Jãbir. 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 
Zaid bin Thãbit: This is how 
Muhammad bin Isaq reported this 
Hadith. AyyUb, 'Ubaidullah bin 
'Umar, and Malik bin Anas 
reported it [from Nãfi'], from Ibn 
'Umar: "The Prophet 	prohibited 
Al-Mu,fzaqalah and Al-Muzabanah." 
With this chain of narration, it has 
been reported from Ibn 'Umar, 
from Zaid bin Thãbit, from the 
Prophet ç that he permitted Al-
Araya in cases less than five Wasq. 
This is more correct than the 
narration of Muhammad bin Isaq. 

t;i; j it.. U Lt - or 

 orA 	Y \V 	VY: 	 t• 	4ij 	 IU 

,.i, 	V/ O r1: 	..L.] 	['r .:U] 	 LJI 
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1301. Abu Hurairah narrated that  
the Messenger of Allah j,  

permitted Al-'Araya in cases less 	 )] JJ 
JI- 

than five Wasq. Or similar. (Sahih) 	- 	- - 	- - 	- 

	

Similar was narrated to us by 	 L5Y 

(another chain). This Hadith has Lo  

been related from Mãlik: "The 	- - - - 	 - - 	- 
Prophet 	permitted Al-'Arayã in 	 i 
cases of five Wasq, or for what was 	: 
less than five Wasq. 	 - 	, 	

1
1  j 
	 - 

	

3 	 i 

UL J 	3, 
L j &ai 

1302. Ibn 'Umar narrated from 
Zaid bin Thãbit that the Messenger 
of Allah 	permitted selling in Al- 
'Araya by estimating it. (ahih) 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] this Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. The Hadith of AbU 
Hurairah is Hasan Sahih. And this 
is acted upon according to some of 
the people of knowledge. Among 
them Ash-Shãfi'I, Abmad and 
Isaq. They said Al-'Arãya is an 
exception from the general scope 
of the prohibition of the Prophet 

when he prohibited Al-
Muhaqalah and Al-Muzabanah. 
They argued using the Hadith of 
Zaid bin Thabit and the Hadith of 
AbU Hurairah. They said that he 
may buy what is less than five 
Wasq. 
According to some of the people 

of knowledge, this means that the 
Prophet 	wanted to make less 
restriction for them on this matter 
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because they complained to him  
saying: "We don't buy anything  

with dried dates except fruit." So 
he permitted them to buy less than 
five Wasq worth so they could eat 
fresh dates. 

iL 	 L 	JI 	 iz. 

Comments: 
Different A 'immah have different points of view regarding the explanation of 
Al-A raya - to sell something with estimation. 1) In view of Imãm Malik if the 
owner of the garden makes a gift of the fruit of one or more trees to some — 
one, and later on finds that his presence or his visits to the garden hinders the 
privacy of his family, in this situation he can barter fresh fruit with dried 
dates. 2) In the view of Imäm Ash-Shafi'i, Al-Arayã is to buy the fresh dates 
still on the tree from the owner of the garden by estimation in exchange of 
dried dates. 3) According to Imam Ahmad, Al-Araya means if someone gets 
less than five Wasq of fresh dates which are still on the trees he is allowed to 
barter these fresh dates with someone in exchange of dried dates. 

Chapter 64. Something Else (1 t 	o [ 	L] - ( 
About That 

1303. Bushair bin Yasar the freed  
slave of BanU Harithah narrated - 	- 	- :JJ 
that Räfi' bin Khadij and Sahl bin 
AbI Hathmah narrated to him that  
the 	Messenger 	of 	Allah  
prohibited Al-Muzabanah sales, c 	 J 	3 

(buying) fruits with dried dates, 
except for for those who practice Al- - 	- 	- 
Arãyd - for he permitted it for LI$JI 

them - and from buying grapes 
 j 	As - with raisins, and from every fruit by - -- 	- - 	 - 

its estimation. (Sahih) 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is  

L. 	 JUI 
Hasan Sahih Gharib from this -- 	 - - 
route. JU 

L 
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Chapter 65. What Has Been - - 	. 	- 	- 	-LA 1 - (o 
Related About An-Najsh Being 
Disliked (In Sales) (lo 	Qj JI )] 	'uLJ 

1304. Abü Hurairah narrated that z 	tIi- 	- 	r • t 
the Messenger of Allah 	, said: - 	- 	• 	- 	- 	- : 
"Do not practice An-Najsh." 
(Sahih) 3 	:3 
[He said:] There are narrations on '•. 	- 	' 	- 

this topic from Ibn 	and  'Umar 
Anas.  
[AbU 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of 

	

- 	- -, 	- 	- 
•J.- 	, [:JI 

Abü Hurairah is a Hasan Sahih 
Ijadith. 	This 	is 	acted 	upon Jul 
according 	to 	the 	people 	of  
knowledge, they disliked An-Najsh. cr -' 	'-'' 

[Abu 'EIsA said:] An-Najsh is when çLi 
a man who knows about the goods  
comes to the owner of the goods to  

offer him more than what it is 
worth, doing so in the presence of - 	 - 	- 
a buyer. He intends to seduce the °--4 	 L 

buyer while he himself does not - 	- 	- 
want to buy it, rather he only wants 
to deceive the buyer with his offer.  
And this is a type of deceit. - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

3. 	L_y.. 

-- 	- "If Ash-ShAfi'i 	said: 	a 	man - 
commits An-Najsh then he has :,iLJ 	j 
sinned due to what he has done, - 	- 	- 	. ,- 	• 

	

Lfi 	- 	Ji 

	

- 	- but the sale is permissible, because 
the buyer did not commit An- 
Najs/i." - - 

:L 	IL J1 'LJ 

\oo: 3U... 	&- 
['oi: 	,L.., Jl] 	y 	•5i 	 _5' 

Comments: - 
The literal meaning of 'An-Najsh' is to drive away the wild animals, but in the 
Shari'ah it means to seduce the buyer by offering higher price of the thing, 
and posing as he is also a buyer, but actually he does not want to buy the 
thing. So the offer of the higher price is just to seduce the buyer. 
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Chapter 66. What Has Been 
Related About Giving More In 
Weights 

1305. Suwaid bin Qais narrated: 
"Makhrafah Al-'Abdi and I 
brought linens from Hajar.111  The 
Prophet 	came to us to bargain 
with us with some pants. There was 
someone with me who weighed 
(the goods) to determine the value. 
So the Prophet ç said to the one 
weighing: 'Weigh and add more." 
(Sahih) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from Jãbir and AbU 
Hurairah. 
[AbU 'Eisa said:] The Hadith of 

Suwaid is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
The people of knowledge consider 
it recommended to add more when 
weighing. 
Shu'bah reported this Hadith from 

Simãk, so he said: "From AbU 
Safwan" and he mentioned the 
narration. 

; • 	r 

._jI; 	 :jUi 

Y: 	3i 	31.-Jl 	L 	iit 	L. 	i 

4) 	 .e., rrri: 	b 

rrrv:  

	

i[rfl: 	-L 	 UI 	, * 
.[\1T 

Comments: 
This narration proves that measure and weight should always be a little extra 
in favor of the buyer. A person who works as a professional for measuring 
and weighing can fix his wages for his work. 

[1] There are many places with this name, one of which is a village close to A1-Madinah. 
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Chapter 67. What Has Been 	 - (.y 
Related About Giving Respite 	- - - 
To The Indigent And Being 	 (W 	 J J 

Kind To Him 	 - 

1306. AbU Hurairah narrated that 	 -- : 	 - 	• 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 	- 	- - - 	- •-, 
"Whoever grants respite to an 	 LJ 	 LY 

indigent or alleviates it for him, 
Allah will shade him on the Day of 	 -- 3 Judgement under the shade of His 	-" - '- 

Throne, a Day in which there is no 	 Ji 	in iS 	i 
shade except His shade." (ahih) 	 - 	- 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from AbU Al-Yasar, AbU 	
L  

Qatadah, Hudhaifah, [Abu] 	- -- 	-------------- 
Mas'ud, 'Ubadah, and Jãbir. 
[Abu 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of  

AbU Hurairah is a Hasan Sahih 	- - - - 	 - 	- 	- 
Gha rib Hadith from this route. 	 LL yA L j  

[ 	- 	r - .1: 	L] 	JI 	 * 	- 	5 

, 	ij  [1. : 	1° :  
.1: 	i- 	3i 	l] 	-,  

Comments: 
In the Qur'an it has been commanded to Muslims to be gentle and kind with 
a debtor who is in difficulty. It is better to forgive his debt. Sürat Al-Ba qarah 
Verse no. 280 says "If the debtor is in a difficulty grant him time till it is easy 
for him to repay, but if you remit by way of charity that is the best for you, if 
you know." In this narration the reward of a virtuous deed has been 
mentioned. On the Day of Judgement, which will be a very hard day, and 
when there will be no shade at all except the Shade of Allah, doers of 
virtuous deeds will get a place under this Shade. 

1307. Abu Mas'Ud narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: "A 
man among those before you was 
called to reckon and nothing of 
good was found with him. Except 
that he was a wealthy man so he 
used to mix with the people and he 
would tell his servants to be lenient 

L 

J- j  :JU 

, 

u is1 

)j 
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with the insolvent. So Allah, 
Mighty and Sublime is He, said: 
'We are more worthy of that than 
him, so be lenient with him." 
(Sahih) 
[Abu 'EIsa said:] This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. [AbU Al-Yasar is 
Ka'b bin 'Amr.] 

.(( 	 L 

Li [: 	3] 

• i) Lj]  . 

Comments: 
In the light of this narration it is suggested to the well-off persons of the 
society and the business community to deal with kindness with poor debtors, 
and to give them time to repay their debts, and if possible, they should remit 
their debits. Allah will give them good reward in the Hereafter. 

Chapter 68. What Has Been 
Related About The Rich 
Person's Procrastination 
(Paying Debt) Is Oppression 

1308. Abu Hurairah narrated that 
the Prophet said: "Procrastination 
(in paying a debt) by a rich person is 
oppression. So if your debt is 
transferred from your debtor to a 
rich debtor, you should agree." 
(Sahih) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from Ibn 'Umar, and 
Ash-Sharid [bin Suwaid Ath-
Thaqafi]. 

J6.)1 -AJI) 

(A 	JI) 	[i] 

. ' 31t:C 	T AV:  C 	 -- 
.[r1 A: 	i] JiJI 	£JIj [r.:L] 

1309. [Ibn 'Umar narrated that the 	 tii.] - 	• 
Prophet 	said: "Procrastination 	- 	- - .- 	- - 
(in paying a debt) by a rich person  
is oppression. So if your debt is 
transferred from your debtor you 	- 	- - 
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should agree, and do not make two 
sales in one sale." (Sahih) 
[Abu 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of 

AbU Hurairah (no. 1308) is a 
Hasan Sahih Hadith. And its 
meaning is that when the debt of 
one of you is transferred then 
agree. Some of the people of 
knowledge said when a man is 
offered to transfer his debt to a 
rich man and he does so, then the 
transferor is free of it, he is not to 
seek its return from the transferor. 
This is the view of Ash-Shafi'i, 
Ahmad, and Ishaq. Some of the 
people of knowledge said: "When 
this wealth could not be collected 
due to bankruptcy of the one it was 
transferred to, then he may seek its 
return to the first one." They argue 
for this view with the saying of 
'Uthmãn and others, when they 
said: "There is nothing due on a 
Muslim's wealth that is lost." Isaq 
said: "The meaning of this Hadith: 
'There is nothing due on a 
Muslim's wealth that is lost' this is 
when a man transfers it to another 
whom he thinks is wealthy, then he 
becomes bankrupt, so there is 
nothing due on the Muslim's 
wealth that is lost." 

JJi L 

Comments: 
In this narration, 'rich person' means a person who has the ability to repay 
the debt. If the rich person procrastinates in the repayment of the debt, it is 
oppression. If the debtor refers the lender to another rich person who has the 
ability to pay the amount, he should accept this reference. He should demand 
his amount from him, and if he refuses to pay he can demand his amount 
from the debtor. 
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Comments: 
According to the Islamic Shari'ah, all kinds of transactions and commercial 
deals which are fraudulent, dishonest and treacherous are prohibited. Al-
Munabadhah and Al-Mulamasah are also of the same category, since the 
buyer has no choice to examine the commodity. 

Chapter 70. What Has Been 	. 	 - - - 	 - 

_4.LJ 
Related About Payment In 	- 	 - 

Advance For Food And Fruits 	(v' 	).4.J 	..6J I ) 
1311. Ibn 'Abbas narrated: "When 	i-  
the Prophet 	arrived in Al- 	 - 

Chapter 69. What Has Been 
Related About Al-Munãbadhah 
And Al-Mu ía masah 

1310. AbU Hurairah narrated: 
"The Messenger of Allah 
prohibited sales of Al-Munãbadhah 
and Al-Mulamasah." (Sahih) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from AbU Weed and Ibn 
'Umar. 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 

AbU Hurairah is a Hasan Sahih 
Hadith. And the meaning of 
(Munabadhah in) this Hadith is 
when it is said: "When I throw 
something to you then the sale 
between you and I is concluded." 
And Al-Mulamasah is that he says: 
"When you touch something then 
the sale is concluded." Even if he 
did not see it at all, like if it was 
inside of a bag or something else. 
These are merely sales practices of 
the people of Jahili'ah so they 
were prohibited. 
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Madinah, they were paying in 
advance for fruits. So he said: 
'Whoever pays in advance, then let 
him pay in advance for known 
measurements (of dates), and 
known weights for a specified 
period of time." (Sahih) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from Ibn AN Awfa and 
'Abdur-Rahmãn bin Abz. 
[Abü 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 
lbn 'Abbas is a Hasan Sahih 
J-Jadith. This is acted upon 
according to the people of 
knowledge among the Companions 
of the Prophet 	an I others. They 
allow for advanced payments on 
food, garments and other things in 
which the limits and description are 
known. They differed over delay in 
delivery of animals. Some of the 
people of knowledge among the 
Companions of the Prophet and 
others thought that delay in 
delivery of animals is allowed. This 
is the view of Ash-Shafi'i, A1mad 
and Isiaq. Some of the people of 
knowledge among the Companions 
of the Prophet 	and others, 
disliked delay in delivery of 
animals. This is the saying of 
Sufyãn and the people of Al-Küfah. 
[And AbU Al-Minhãl's (a narrator) 
name is 'Abdur-Rahman bin 
Mut'im]. 

rUt L 	L,tJt -..i, 
Ut j, 	 1. t: 

Comments: 
"Salam" or "Salaf sale is to make the payment of fruits or edibles in 
advance. The people of Hijãz called it Salam sale and the people of 'Iraq 
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named it Salaf sale. In this sale the price of the thing purchased is paid in 
advance according to its measurement or weight, as required, and the date 
and period of delivery is also fixed. All terms and conditions of the deal are 
clear beforehand to avoid the dispute that can arise later on. It is assured that 
nothing remains ambiguous. If the deal is about an animal, its gender, age 
and all related things are made clear. 

Chapter 71. What Has Been 
Related About The Land That 
Is Owned By Partners When 
One Of Them Wants To Sell 
His Share 

1312. Jãbir bin 'Abdulläh narrated 
that Allah's Prophet 4ki, said: 
"Whoever has a partner in an 
orchard, then he is not to sell his 
share of that until he proposes that 
to his partner." (Sahih) 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] The chain of this 

Hadith is not connected. I heard 
Muhammad bin Ismã'Il saying: It is 
said that "Sulaimãn Al-Yashkuri: 
died during the lifetime of Jabir 
bin 'Abdulläh." He said: "And 
Qatadah did not hear from him, 
nor did AbU Bishr." Muhammad 
said: "We do not know of any of 
them hearing from Sulaimän Al-
YashkurI, except that 'Amr bin 
Dinar possibly heard from him 
during the lifetime of Jãbir bin 
'Abdullãh." He said: "Qatadah 
only narrated from a writing of 
Sulaiman Al-Yashkuri, and he had 
a book from Jabir bin 'Abdullah." 
AbU Bakr Al-'Attär 'Abdul-

Quddus narrated to us, he said: 
"'All bin Al-MadinI said: 'Yatiya 
bin Sa'eed said: "Sulaimãn At-
Taymi said: 'They went with the 
book of Jabir bin 'Abdullãh to Al-
Hasan Al-Basri and he took it' - or 

Lt -v 	4i) 

(v iJI) 
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he said - 'and they reported it. 
Then they took it to Qatadah and 
reported it, so they gave it to me 
but I did not report it [he said: 'I 
refused it']. This was narrated to us 
by AbU Bakr Al-'Aflar from 'All 
bin Al-MadinI. 

. 	 rov/r:-i 4-,,4, 
3L.L. J 	!i 	 01/5JI 	 - 

Comments: 	
5J 

It is proven by this narration that a share holder in a property cannot sell his 
share until he consults his co-share holder regarding this issue. If the share is 
sold out without the consent of co-shareholder, he keeps the right of 
preemption. 

Chapter 72. What Has Been 	 6.  t. ' U - (V's' 
Related About A1-Mukhabarah 	 .. - - - -- 

And Al-a wamah Mu '  

1313. Abü Az-Zubair narrated 	:,W ) 	ti. - 
from Jãbir that the Prophet 	, 

	
I - 	 -. 	 . 

prohibited Al-Muzaqalah, Al- 	" ''Y- 
Muzabanah, Al-Mukhabarah, and I biU. 
Al-Mu'ãwamah, and he permitted it 	- 	 -- - 
in the case of Al-'Araya. (aziz)  

[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 	
L. 

Hasan Sahih. 	 - 	- 	- - 	- 	.,- - - 

 

.J.,- 	rA: 	 i- 
Comments: 	 - 

"Al-Muizaqalah" is selling un-harvested grain in the field in exchange for 
harvested grain like wheat. "Al-Muzãbanah is selling an estimated amount of 
fresh dates on the tree for dried dates that are measured, or the same for 
grapes. "A1-Mukhabarah" is renting land in exchange for a portion of its 
produce. Making an exception in a sale means to make an exception for one 
item among those purchased without telling the purchaser that seller did not 
include that item, or the like. Mu 'ãwamah is selling two or three years worth of 
produce in advance. In 'Al-Muiiaqalah" and "Al-Muzãbanah" there is a chance 
of ending up with less or more of the produce which comes under Riba, so it is 
unlawful. In the form of Mukhabarah and Mu 'awamah, deceiving and cheating 
are involved so it is also unlawful. See TuhfatAl-Ahwadhi and An-Nihayah. 
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Chapter 73. What Has Been 
Related About Price Fixing" 

1314. Anas narrated: "Prices 
became excessive during the time 
of the Messenger of Allah , so 
they said: '0 Messenger of Allah! 
Set prices for us!' So he said: 
'Indeed Allah is Al-Musa "ir, [2]  Al-
Qabid, Al-Bãsib [3]  Ar-Razzaq. And 
I am hopeful that I meet my Lord 
and none of you are seeking 
(recompense from) me for an 
injustice involving blood or 
wealth." (Sahih) 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. 

Y'[•' : 	
. 	
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Comments: 
Rates Rates of the market depend on demand and supply. If the required 
commodity is in surplus and freely available in the market the rate will drop. 
It is the duty of the buyer to be careful and observant and he should not buy 
more than his need, and it is better if the purchase of the item at the period 
of scarcity is avoided. This kind of behaviour of the customers can keep the 
price at a reasonable level. Deciding and fixing the rates of the commodities 
by the government is not the solution of the issue of high rates. Most of the 
scholars, in the light of various Sahih narrations, disapproved the fixing of 
rates. (Tuhfat Al-A hwadhi. v. 2. p272.) 

" That is when the authorities set a price limit on goods. See Tuhfat Al-A hwadhi. 

[2] In An-Nihayah he said: 'It is that He is the One who makes things inexpensive and 
expensive, He cannot be opposed by anyone. So because of that, it is not allowed to fix 
prices.' (Tuhfat Al-A hwadhi). 

[3] Meaning: He restricts sustenance and other than that from whom He wills, regarding 
what He wills, and how He wills, and He makes it unrestricted. (Tuhfat Al-A hwadhO. 
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Chapter 74. What Has Been 
Related About Cheating In 
Sales Is Disliked 

1315. Abü Hurairah narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	passed 
by a pile of food. He put his fingers 
in it and felt wetness. He said: '0 
owner of the food! What is this?' 
He replied: 'It was rained upon 0 
Messenger of Allah.' He said: 'Why 
not put it on top of the food so the 
people can see it?' Then he said: 
'Whoever cheats, he is not one of 
us." (Sahih) 
[He said:] There are narrations on 

this topic from Ibn 'Umar, Abü Al-
Hamra', Ibn 'Abbas, Buraidah, 
AbU Burdah bin Niyar, and 
Hudhaifah bin Al-Yamãn. 
[AbU 'Elsa said:] The Hadith of 

AbU Hurairah is a Hasan Sahih 
Hadith. This is acted upon 
according to the people of 
knowledge. They dislike cheating 
and they say that cheating is 
unlawful. 

-L. y] 	 L5'-' 
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Comments: 
Cheating, deceiving and breaching the trust is against the faith, well being, 
and trust of the society. Therefore, the one who hides the defects and 
drawbacks of sale commodities acts against the norms of Islam. That is why 
the Prophet 	said, "He is not from us." 
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Chapter 75. What Has Been 
Related About Taking A Camel 
Or Other Animals On Loan 

1316. Abu Hurairah narrated: 
"The Messenger of Allah ç  took a 
camel of a particular age on loan. 
He gave back to him a camel of a 
better age than the one he was 
given. He said: 'The best among 
you is the best in repaying." 
(Sahih) 
[He said:] There is something on 

this topic from AN Rafi'. 
[AbU 'EIsa said:] The Hadith of 

AbU Hurairah is a Hasan Sahih 
Hadith. Shu'bah and Sufyan 
reported it from Salamah. 
This is acted upon according to 

some of the people of knowledge, 
they saw no harm in taking a camel 
of a particular age as a loan. This is 
the view of Ash-Shãfi'I, Ahmad, 
and Isbaq. But some of them 
disliked that. 

3JI 	 L 	iL..JI 
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Comments: 	
.[\1A:L] I, i 	LJ 

Obtaining an animal on the condition that it will be returned in the form of 
an animal is lawful, and returning a better animal without any prior 
commitment is also approved. Most of the scholars and Imãm Shäfi'i, Mälik 
and Ahmad approve of this deal in the light of the $ahih narration. 

1317. AbU Hurairah narrated: "A 
man behaved in a rude manner 
while trying to collect a debt from 
the Messenger of Allah . So his 
Companions were about to harm 
him. The Messenger of Allah 
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said: 'Leave him, for indeed the - 	- 	- 
(.Oi 	: 	J 	J owner of the right has the right to 

speak.' Then he said: 'Purchase a  
camel for him and give it to him.' -- 
So they searched but they did not  
find a camel but of a better age 
than his camel. So he said: Buy it  
and give it to him. For indeed the  
best 	of 	you 	is 	the 	best 	in 

 i. 	IL 
repaying." (Saiii) - 	- 	-- 	- 
(Another chain of narration with  

similar meaning)  
[AbU 'EIsa said:] This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. 

r.1: 	ii 	 it.sfl 

Comments: 
j.,- 	1 • 	: C 

 
A creditor has the right to ask for the return of his debt. In this connection, if 
the debtor has the ability to return the amount but he makes lame excuses 
and delays the payment, the lender has the right to press him through society, 
and can take him to court. In the context of this narration, the lender had no 
genuine reason to utter harsh words to the Prophet 	, but as the occasion 
arose, the Prophet 	ç  explained the details of the issue, and the behaviour of 
the Muslims as it ought to be in such situations. 

1318. Abu Rãfi', the freed slave of iii1- 	:..i 	) 	11i3.- 	— 
the 	Messenger 	of 	Allah 
narrated: "The Messenger of Allah 

- 	- 	ft 	.- 	- 	- - 	ft 	s 	- 
3 	 :ri 

got a camel on advance. Some 
camels came from the charity."-  
AbU Rafi' said: "So the Messenger 

- 	- - 	- - 	- 

of Allah 	told me to pay the man . 
back for his camel. I said: 'I did not -. 
find among the camels but a 3 	 •i 
superior selection of Raba". 	the : 
Messenger of Allah W, said: Give 
it to him, for indeed the best of 46.i 	: 	4 	J,L 	3 
people is is the best of them in  
repaying." (aiiz) 

[Abü 'Elsa said:] This Hadith is  
Hasan SaM/i. 

'J A camel that has entered its seventh year. See Tuhfat Al-A hwadhi and An-Nihayah. 
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Comments: 
If the Prophet ; had borrowed the camel for his personal need, he returned 
it after purchase, from the camels of charity, as it is clear from the narration 
of AbU Hurairah. If he borrowed it for fulfilling the needs of Muslims, a 
better camel was returned to him from the camels of the charity. 

Chapter ( ... ) What Has Been 
Related About Tolerance In 
Selling, Buying, And Repaying (vi 	[LiiI3 IJIJ 

1319. AbU Hurairah narrated that  
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 	- 	 - 	- 
"Indeed Allah loves tolerence in 	3LL 

selling, tolerance in buying, and 
tolerance with repaying. (Da 'if) 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

	

[He said: There is something on 	4ii 	: J U 	jii JL 3 

this topic from Jabir.]  
[AbU 'Eisa said:] This Had 	is 	- 

Gharib. Some of them reported this 	 .JJi  

Hadith from YUnus, from Sa'eed  
A1-Maqburi, from AbU Hurairah. 	,- 	- - -, 	- 	- 

LSJ) -i 

Comments: 
In the light of this narration, a Muslim's behavior as a buyer, seller, and in 
mutual dealings has been described. It is required to be tolerant in all kinds of 
commercial dealings. One should be truthful, easy and kind to the other 
party. Defects and drawbacks as well as good quality of the sale commodity 
should be made clear before the sale. Measure and weight should always be in 
favor of the customer. The lender is required to be easy and kind with the 
poor and needy debtor. He should be given time for repayment. 

1320. Jãbir narrated that the 	-, 	- 	- - 
Messenger of Allah 	said: "Allah 	- 	 - 	-- 
forgave a man who was before you:  
He was tolerant when selling,  

- 	 L Lr tolerant when purchasing, and -- 
tolerent when repaying." (Hàsan) 	 ..L 	4LJI 
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[He said:] This Hadith is Gharib 	- 	- 	 - - 	- 
Sahih Hasan from this route. 

 

'L 

- 	- 	- 

i,-Y • Vi: 
Comments: 	 - 

It appears from a unanimously agreed upon Sahih narration, that one should 
be tolerant in buying, tolerant in selling and tolerant in repayment. His 
behaviour with people should be commendable, he must give time to people 
for repayment, and he must remit the debts of poor and needy. 
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Chapter 76. The Prohibition Of 
Selling In The Masjid 

1321. Abü Hurairah narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah ç said: 
"When you see someone selling or 
buying in the Masjid then say: 'May 
Allah not profit your business.' 
And when you see someone 
announcing about something lost 
then say: 'May Allah not return it 
to you." (azii) 
The Hadith of Abü Hurairah is 

Ijasan Gharib. This is acted upon 
according to some of the people of 
knowledge. They dislike selling and 
buying in the Masjid. This is the 
view of A1mad and Ishaq. Some of 
the people of knowledge permitted 
selling and buying in the Masjid. 
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Comments: 
Mosques are Houses of Allah, people go to mosques for performing 
obligatory prayers, remembrance of Allah and recitation of the Qur'an. If the 
dealings of the worldly affairs were permitted in the mosques, the real 
purpose of mosques would have suffered, therefore, it is not allowed in the 
mosques. 
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